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Abstract

Mobile devices have evolved into powerful computing platforms. As computing capabilities
grow and size shrinks, the most pronounced limitation with mobile devices is display size.
With the adoption of touch as the de facto input, the mobile screen doubles as a display and
an input device. Touchscreen interfaces have several limitations: the act of touching the
screen occludes the display, interface elements like on-screen keyboards consume precious
display real estate, and navigation through content often requires repeated actions like
pinch-and-zoom. This thesis is motivated by these inherent limitations of using touch input
to interact with mobile devices. Thus, the primary focus of this thesis is on using the
space around the device for touchless gestural input to devices with small or no displays.
Capturing gestural input in this volume requires localization of the human hand in 3D. We
present a real-time system for doing so as a culmination of an exploration of novel methods
for 3D capture. First, two related systems for 3D imaging are presented, both relying on
modeling and algorithms from parametric sampling theory and compressed sensing. Then,
a separate system for 3D localization, without full 3D imaging, is presented. This system,
Mime, is built using standard, low-cost opto-electronic components — a single LED and
three baseline separated photodiodes. We demonstrate fast and accurate 3D motion tracking
at low power enabled by parametric scene response modeling. We combine this low-power
3D tracking with RGB image-based computer vision algorithms for finer gestural control.
We demonstrate a variety of application scenarios developed using our sensor, including 3D
spatial input using close-range gestures, gaming, on-the-move interaction, and operation in
cluttered environments and in broad daylight conditions.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Anyone who has used mobile devices understands the broad set of functions they support.

Their ubiquity makes them ideal for communication, scheduling, entertainment, data cap-

ture, and retrieval on the go. Early mobile devices were characterized by tangible keypads

and small displays. However, their form factor has been in a state of constant flux in

an attempt to support their expanding functionality. They are now available in the form

of wrist-worn and head-mounted devices in an effort to make interaction more seamless.

Simultaneously, interaction has also evolved to more natural forms like voice and touch.

Additionally, mobile devices have extended our perception of the physical world through

virtual and visible augmented reality.

We are embracing the digital future of ubiquitous computing envisioned by Mark Weiser [1],

“The most profound technologies are those that disappear. They weave themselves into

the fabric of everyday life until they are indistinguishable from it.” Toward this vision we

continue to explore natural input, output and feedback mechanisms for our mobile and

wearable devices. Currently, smart phones and tablets have a distinctive flat touch-based

interactive glass screen. These devices satisfy to a large extent our always-on computing

requirements on the go. The natural next step is to think about truly weaving input, output

and feedback subtly. This vision for ubiquitous human computer interaction has recently

surfaced again, this time with higher fidelity head-mounted wearable displays and smart
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watches with a smart phone or tablet providing the bulk of the computing capabilities. For

a seamless experience between external computing and new form-factors of wearables, we

are tasked with transitioning input from the domain of well understood keyboard, mouse

and touch to meaningful synergetic forms for wearables.

Currently, touch-screen input is the primary interaction modality for smart devices which

require a display - no matter how small. For wearables, such as head-mounted displays, voice

is the input of choice; these upcoming devices do not have an touch-screen display which

can double as an input device. Touch input on high fidelity displays elegantly merges input,

output and visual feedback at the point of contact. However, flat screen touch interfaces

do not fully take advantage of human dexterity and have their own set of limitations:

• the act of touching requires the user to be in constant contact with the device;

• touching the screen for input occludes the display;

• even simple tasks like menu navigation require tedious, repetitive actions; and

• accurate target acquisition is a challenge when the surface area of a finger is larger

than supported (aptly described as the fat finger problem).

When touch surface shrinks, equipping users with better input tools for more complex and

visually demanding tasks will be important in enabling new applications and making the

interaction experience of the unit more intuitive and efficient.

In this thesis, we focus on capturing input around the mobile or wearable device. The space

around the device is typically free, uncluttered and close enough to the device to provide

line of sight if required by any sensing system. We focus on hand gesture input in the

proximal space around the device as a natural way of moving beyond touch to free-space.

By sensing off-screen input through gestures, this approach conserves display space that

would ordinarily get consumed by touch input itself.

14



1.1 Around-device input

The use of gestures for human-computer interaction is an active research area. From a

user experience viewpoint, gestural control using 3D cameras has been demonstrated to be

an intuitive, robust, and widely-popular input mechanism in gaming applications.1 New

input technologies, like the Leap Motion Controller [2] and compact time-of-flight (TOF)

cameras [3, 4], are still being explored for gesture-controlled interfaces in the context of

personal computing spaces. Recent user studies have demonstrated that 3D gesture input

is at least as effective as touch input for mobile devices [5]. In addition to input implications

for smartphones, this finding raises interesting possibilities for smart wearables, like head-

mounted displays (HMD), which lack a dominant input interface like touch.

Around-device interaction can be captured in different physical spaces around the mobile

device. This could be the space in the immediate proximity of the device or input locations

that are not within line-of-sight but create opportunities for around device-like input and

interaction. Broadly, we categorize these interactions spaces as three different regions. This

categorization of previously explored around-device interaction methods is presented in

Fig. 1-1.

1.1.1 On-body and close-to-body interaction

An opportunistic space in the immediate proximity of personal devices is the body surface

itself, which can often be available for input. The gesture pendant [6] is a very early example

of gesture recognition in the space around a wearable device. More recently, researchers have

examined the design of on-body and close-to-body gestural interfaces using optical imaging

sensors 2D/3D cameras mounted in different regions close to the user; Omnitouch [7] mounts

the 3D camera on the shoulder of the user, and Shoesense [8] mounts a 3D camera on a

user’s shoe facing up. Often these interactions necessitate appropriating the body surface

for displaying interface elements. In the above examples as well as in examples like Wear-ur-

world (WUW) [9] and LightGuide [10], body worn projectors and projectors mounted in the

1Microsoft Kinect Sensor. www.xbox.com/en-US/kinect
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Figure 1-1: Categories of around-device interaction. On and close-to body interactions that
use the body surface for a combination of input and visual feedback (left). On external
surface interaction which uses surfaces like table-tops and walls around the device (middle).
Micro-movements that off-load interaction without requiring much visual distraction (right).

environment respectively provide visual cues to the user. The user primarily manipulates

these projected elements through the use of hand movements and gestures. Capturing

hand movements or touch-like finger input on the body surface extend to non-optical sensing

systems. For example, Skinput [11] senses these signals directly through bio-acoustic sensing

of muscle movements. On-body interfaces have also been implemented through distributed

sensors on clothing – as seen in Second Skin [12] – which capture body motion with actuated

feedback for motor learning. Another class of examples [13,14] instrument the environment

with motion capture systems such as the Vicon to create applications that track free-form

hand movement, position, and orientation. Imaginary interfaces [13] uses close-to-body

hands movements without the use of visual or haptic feedback with the premise that part

of the interface resides in the user’s imagination. This interaction technique offloads visual

feedback requirements to the user’s spatial memory. In a related piece, Chen et al. [14]
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explored the use of spatial memory by using locations around the body to trigger different

input actions. Their work shows proximal interactions through body shortcuts.

1.1.2 Proximal surfaces for around-device interaction

The space around the user often has surfaces that may be available for capturing free-

form hand gestures as input without using traditional interaction tools like touch, styli,

keyboards and mice. Typically, these include surfaces like walls, tabletops and sometimes

physical objects surrounding the user. Often such surfaces are uncluttered or ideal for

feedback using projection mechanisms to present visual information. Input is then captured

through hand movements in front of such projections. An illustrative example in this case

is ShadowPuppets [15], in which the mobile screen interface is projected on to a surface

around the user; the user then interacts through hand gestures. Placing the hand in front

of the projector casts a shadow of the gesture on the surface, which is then captured by an

optical imager. The detected gesture manipulates the projected interface. Another similar

interaction scenario for multiple users is demonstrated in SideBySide [16]. Opportunistically

projecting on objects and surfaces has the advantage of being able to provide a shared visual

space for multiple users. Projecting on everyday real-world objects was also explored in [9].

Horizontal surfaces are also ideal for ADI while using the mobile device screen as output.

Hand movements, like tapping on the surface, are captured as input, and relevant output

is displayed on the mobile screen. SideSight [17], for example, captures input on both sides

of the mobile device using infrared (IR) proximity sensors and tracks multiple fingers. The

system comprises pairs of IR emitters and photodiodes that detect the presence of fingers.

The use of a 1-D array of these emitter-receiver pairs offers coarse spatial (1-D) granularity

of input as well as depth (distance to the array or proximity). Feedback to the user is

provided through the display of the mobile device and is application dependent. A related

example using a similar sensing approach is seen in HoverFlow [18], where ADI is explored

above the device.
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1.1.3 Micro-movements

Remote input through subtle finger and wrist movements to a device is another way of

off-loading interactions from small touch screen displays. This style of interaction requires

wrist worn sensors instead of sensors mounted on the mobile device itself. Finger-worn rings

demonstrated by Bainbridge and Paradiso in [19], the system Nenya [20] and uTrack [21]

provide input mechanisms without requiring visual attention in the direction of input. Both

these interaction techniques are enabled by magnetic field sensing to determine finger move-

ments. uTrack provides mouse pointer-like movement just by minor finger movements, while

Nenya maps rotation of the ring itself to navigate interface elements. In another hand-worn

implementation, the authors of Digits [22] propose using all fingers in a single-handed inter-

action to control interface elements without distraction of visual attention; a similar system

has been recently implemented and evaluated by Way and Paradiso in [23]. While the above

interactions are subtle and require minimal visual attention, they require instrumenting the

user with sensors, which could possibly encumber the experience.

1.2 Technical challenges and sensing constraints

The review of around-device interaction in the previous section reveals important benefits of

extending input space for devices constrained by touch display size. The space around the

device is unused and often unoccluded. Close-range 3D gesture sensing introduces a new in-

teraction paradigm that goes beyond touch and alleviates its current limitations. Examples

in our review reveal new interaction techniques that may be adapted to emerging wearable

devices. However, the review also points to existing challenges with sensing such input.

The implementation of 3D gestural input requires integration of depth sensors in mobile

and wearable devices. However, existing state-of-the-art 3D sensors cannot be embedded in

mobile platforms because of their prohibitive power requirements, bulky form factor, and

hardware footprint. Wearing additional sensors on the body possibly creates user encum-

berance while sensing input. These challenges demonstrate the need for unencumbered 3D

gesture sensing in scenarios where the user is mobile. The limitations of conventional input
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technologies warrant development of new sensors for intuitive and effective free-form gestu-

ral input, corroborating our vision for building sensors that can eventually be embedded in

mobile and wearable devices.

Design considerations: An input technology intended for around-device input and inter-

action with mobile or wearable devices should ideally possess the following characteristics:

• Technical: High accuracy, low power, low latency, small size, daylight insensitivity,

and robust performance in cluttered, noisy and fast-changing environments.

• User experience: Interacting with the mobile device should be intuitive and should

not induce fatigue upon prolonged use. The input device must be able to support

both motion- and position-controlled gestures in 2D and 3D.

• User convenience: The sensor should be embedded within the mobile device to

enable unencumbered user interaction. The user should not be required to wear

markers [24] or external sensors like wrist worn trackers [22, 25] or carry additional

touch pads.

1.3 Thesis theme and outline

This thesis presents research on new 3D capture techniques that enable around-device in-

put for mobile and wearable devices, satisfying the design considerations outlined in the

previous section. The goal of this work is to capture the richness of the three-dimensional

world through novel computational 3D sensing frameworks that could lead to new input and

interaction opportunities. The process involved exploring, designing and building several

different measurement and processing frameworks in an effort to resolve technical con-

straints of existing 3D sensors – power, form-factor (size), computation requirements, and

performance in diverse environmental conditions – by exploiting the physics of light trans-

port. The latter part of the thesis focused on integrating these sensing approaches with

mobile devices like smartphones and head-mounted displays. Fig. 1-2 shows a snapshot of

the overarching research goal and different approaches covered.
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Figure 1-2: Thesis theme and outline. This thesis has focused on capturing the richness
of our 3D world through the use of computational 3D sensing to create new interaction
techniques with mobile devices. We have explored new 3D acquisition techniques to meet
the constraints mobile devices present. The main focus of this dissertation is Mime, a
compact, low-power 3D sensor and its real-time use in applications for mobile devices.

Chapter 2 reviews existing sensing techniques. The rest of this thesis then describes each of

the novel imaging techniques in detail. Our first exploration involved reducing the size of

3D sensors to a single pixel. To achieve this, we introduce the framework for compressively

acquiring 3D information using spatio-temporal modulation of active illumination discussed

in Chapter 3 and [26]. Next, we investigated lowering power requirements for active 3D im-

agers, resulting in the methods in Chapter 4 and [27]. Here, we combined savings in size from

the compressive depth acquisition framework with a low-power implementation enabled by

a very sensitive single-photon avalanche photodiode (SPAD). However, these techniques do

not address mobile-friendly computation requirements. Additionally, for tractable compu-

tation the overall system bandwidth of the imaging components should be within mobile

processor capabilities. This makes the acquisition problem even more challenging because
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the choice of sensing elements and illumination sources is limited to low-bandwidth compo-

nents. The advantage of low bandwidth components is their low cost and ease of fabrication.

For the purpose of the thesis, we focus only on addressing mobile technical constraints. The

culmination of our 3D acquisition frameworks is a low-power, compact, precise and real-

time operating sensor, Mime, which is the main contribution of the thesis, presented in

Chapter 5 and [28]. This sensor was designed to resolve constraints that previous systems

did not address while benefitting from the trade-off insights observed through the design

and experiments with previous systems. Chapter 6 and [29] present theoretical extensions

of the sensing framework for acquiring multiple hands as well as generic planar surfaces.

Chapter 7 focuses on designing and building new interaction and input experiences with

the real-time operating Mime sensor. We present two specific styles of user scenarios, one

with the device mounted on a head-mounted display (in our case Google Glass2) and the

other with a device mounted on a smartphone which makes the surface next to the display

an immediate input canvas. We discuss the trade-offs and implications of the acquisition

techniques presented in this thesis in Chapter 8 and point to future extensions.

2Google Glass. www.google.com/glass
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Chapter 2

Background

This chapter reviews prior work on optical 3D acquisition techniques that this thesis builds

upon. We discuss application-specific sensing, in our case human hand gesture sensing and

introduce alternate methods that capture hand gestures without traditional imaging.

Three main technical areas are central to understanding the computational sensors presented

in this thesis:

• Time-of-flight (TOF) based active 3D sensing

• Compressed sensing

• Parametric optical signal processing

These areas will be discussed in Sections 2.1, 2.2 and 2.3. Through the use of the compu-

tational sensors presented in this thesis, we are interested in enabling gesture-based around

device input for mobile devices – handheld smart phones and wearables; related systems for

gesture capture are discussed in Section 2.4.
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2.1 Time of flight principles for active 3D sensing

Sensing 3D scene structure is an integral part of applications ranging from 3D microscopy [30]

to geographical surveying [31]. While 2D imaging is a mature technology, 3D acquisition

techniques have room for significant improvements in spatial resolution, range accuracy,

and cost effectiveness. Humans use both monocular cues – such as motion parallax – and

binocular cues – such as stereo disparity – to perceive depth, but camera-based stereo vi-

sion techniques [32] suffer from poor range resolution and high sensitivity to noise [33, 34].

Computer vision techniques – including structured-light scanning, depth-from-focus, depth-

from-shape, and depth-from-motion [32, 35, 36] – are computation intensive, and the range

output from these methods is highly prone to errors from miscalibration, absence of suffi-

cient scene texture, and low signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) [33,34,36].

In comparison, active range acquisition systems such as LIDAR systems [37] and TOF

cameras [38, 39] are more robust against noise [34], work in real-time at video frame rates,

and acquire range information from a single viewpoint with little dependence on scene

reflectance or texture. Both LIDAR and TOF cameras operate by measuring the time

difference of arrival between a transmitted pulse and the scene reflection. LIDAR systems

consist of a pulsed illumination source such as a laser, a mechanical 2D laser scanning unit,

and a single time-resolved photodetector or avalanche photodiode [37, 40, 41]. The TOF

camera illumination unit is composed of an array of omnidirectional, modulated, infrared

light emitting diodes (LEDs) [38,39,42]. The reflected light from the scene – with time delay

proportional to distance – is focused at a 2D array of TOF range sensing pixels. Localization

in 3D by the TOF principle could also be performed without optics by exploiting ultra-

wide band (UWB) impulse radios which detect TOF of reflected RF impulses [43]. The

resolution provided by such systems often tends to be the limiting factor in their adoption.

A major shortcoming of LIDAR systems and TOF cameras is low spatial resolution, or

the inability to resolve sharp spatial features in the scene. For real-time operability LIDAR

devices have low 2D scanning resolution. Similarly, due to limitations in the 2D TOF sensor

array fabrication process and readout rates, the number of pixels in TOF camera sensors is

typically lower than most 2D RGB cameras [42]. Consequently, it is desirable to develop
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novel, real-time range sensors that possess high spatial resolution without increasing the

device cost and complexity.

2.2 Sparsity and compressed sensing

Many natural signals can be represented or approximated well using a small number of

nonzero parameters. This property is known as sparsity and has been widely exploited for

signal estimation and compression [44]. Making changes in signal acquisition architectures

– often including some form of randomization – inspired by the ability to effectively exploit

sparsity in estimation has been termed compressed sensing (CS). CS provides techniques

to estimate a signal vector x from linear measurements of the form y = Ax + w, where w

is additive noise and vector y has fewer entries than x. The estimation methods exploit

that there is a linear transformation T such that Tx is approximately sparse. An early

instantiation of CS in an imaging context was the “single-pixel camera” [45, 46] which

demonstrated the use of pseudorandom binary spatial light modulator (SLM) configurations

for acquiring spatial information and exploitated transform-domain sparsity.

The depth map of a scene is generally more compressible or sparse than the reflectance or

texture (see Fig. 2-1). Thus, we expect a smaller number of measurements to suffice; this

is indeed the case, as our number of measurements is 1 to 5% of the number of pixels as

compared to 10 to 40% for reflectance imaging [45,46].

2.2.1 Challenges in exploiting sparsity in range acquisition

In TOF systems, depths are revealed through phase offsets between the illumination signal

and the reflected light rather than by direct measurement of time delays. These mea-

surements are made either by raster scanning every point of interest in the field of view or

establishing a correspondence between each spatial point and an array of sensors. Compres-

sively acquiring range information using only a single detector poses two major challenges.

First, the quantity of interest – depth – is embedded in the reflected signal as a time shift.
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Figure 2-1: Sparsity of a signal (having a basis expansion or similar representation with a
small number of coefficients significantly different from zero) is widely exploited for signal
estimation and compression [44]. An N ×N -pixel digital photograph (A) or depth map (B)
of a scene requires N2 pixel values for representation in the spatial domain. As illustrated
with the output of an edge-detection method, the Laplacian of a depth map (D) typically
has fewer significant coefficients than the Laplacian of a photograph (C). This structure of
natural scenes is also reflected in discrete wavelet transform (DWT) coefficients sorted by
magnitude: a photograph has slower decay of DWT coefficients and more nonzero coeffi-
cients (E: blue, dashed) than the corresponding depth map (E: green, solid). We exploit
this simplicity of depth maps in our range acquisition framework.

The measured signal at the detector is a sum of all reflected returns and hence does not

directly measure this time shift. This nonlinearity worsens when there are multiple time

shifts in the returned signal corresponding to the presence of many depths. Varying the SLM

configuration would produce different nonlinear mixtures of depths and thus could make

the solution unique, but the complexity stemming from nonlinearity of mixing remains.

The second challenge comes from the fact that a single detector loses all directionality

information about the reflected signals; this is present in reflectance imaging as well.

2.2.2 Compressive LIDAR

In a preliminary application of the CS framework to range acquisition in LIDAR sys-

tems [47], 2 ns square pulses from a function generator drive a 780 nm laser diode to

illuminate a scene. Reflected light is focused onto a digital micromirror device (DMD) that

implements pseudorandomly-chosen binary patterns. Light from the sensing patterns is re-

ceived at a photon-counting detector and gated to collect photons arriving from an a priori
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chosen range interval, and then conventional CS reconstruction is applied to recover an

image of the objects within the selected depth interval. The use of impulsive illumination

and range gating make this a conventional CS problem in that the quantities of interest

(reflectances as a function of spatial position, within a depth range) are combined linearly

in the measurements. Hence, while this approach unmixes spatial correspondences it does

not directly solve the aforementioned challenge of resolving nonlinearly-embedded depth

information. The need for accurate range intervals of interest prior to reconstruction is

one of the major disadvantages of this system. It also follows that there is no method to

distinguish between objects at different depths within a chosen range interval. Moreover,

acquiring a complete scene depth map requires a full range sweep. The proof-of-concept

system [47] has 60 cm range resolution and 64× 64 pixel resolution.

2.3 Parametric optical signal processing

Analog signals in the real world typically contain rich information and have variable band-

widths. Utilization of these signals routinely requires access to digital versions of these

signals without losing fidelity during the conversion. Classical sampling theory necessitates

sampling above the Nyquist rate. For a signal whose maximum frequency is fmax, this rate

would be 2fmax. Sampling above the Nyquist rate ensures that the original analog signal

is preserved and usable. For higher bandwidth signals, sampling at the Nyquist rate would

require very fast sampling.

However, some classes of high bandwidth signals that appear in several practical applica-

tions, can be completely described by a small number of parameters. Examples include

short pulse trains in medical imaging, radar and ultra-wideband systems. In the pulse train

example, these parameters would be the time-delay between pulses and their amplitudes.

These two parameters completely describe this example signal of interest. Even though the

Fourier bandwidth of an impulse function (the closest representation of a very short pulse)

is infinite, we can see how it may be wasteful to sample this pulse train at its Nyquist

rate if it can be uniquely described by only two parameters. Of course, we would need to
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recover these two parameters for each pulse in the train. This brings us to an important

condition – within any finite time segment of length τ , the signal is completely described

by no more than K parameters. This is the local rate of innovation of the signal which is

no more than K degrees of freedom every τ seconds. A signal is said to have a finite rate of

innovation (FRI) if it can be described by a finite or small number of parameters per unit

time [48]. The recently proposed finite rate innovation (FRI) framework solves the problem

of recovering these signal parameters from discrete samples of a filtered version of the signal

of interest, as long as the number of samples is at least twice the number of parameters.

This proves to be a powerful tool to recover a relatively high bandwidth signal at a much

lower sampling rate.

The problem of recovering time-delays corresponding to depth of scene objects in the time-

of-flight setup is analogous to the pulse train example we just discussed. Further, we also

know that depth is a naturally sparse signal which supplements the requirement of a small

number of parameters in the reflected signal of interest. This problem was not previously

explored in the context of optical signals. Most time-of-flight sensors are inherently ban-

dlimited. The sensor thus provides access to a lowpass filtered version of the time-of-flight

pulses.

2.4 Optical imaging systems for capturing hand gestures

Sensing human hand gestures requires some form of sensing the human hand. For the pur-

pose of this thesis, we define hand gestures as coordinated spatial and temporal movements

that are either captured at a single point in time or over a period of time. Therefore, hand

gesture capture could require capturing hand movement independent of shape or hand mo-

tion along with additional information such as pose. This thesis considers hand motion with

and without shape dependence. In this chapter, we will discuss techniques, sensors and sys-

tems designed to recover the continuum from rigid hand motion to hand shape and motion

coordinated over time. From a design perspective, only motion-based gesture activation

has a broader set solutions that could reside outside of line of sight of target hand; in this
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category we discuss sensing systems either present in the environment or mounted on the

target, such as magnetic field based sensing, electric field based sensing, ultrasound based

sensing as well as bio-acoustic signal sensing of the target hand. Shape recovery however

requires direct line of sight with the target hand. Typically, optical imaging is a popular

choice for recovering hand shape together with motion.

In this section, we review techniques sensing hand motion and shape. We will highlight key

considerations which determine suitability of these techniques to mobile device constraints.

Our goal through this exposition is to identify how the theoretical framework of signal mod-

eling and the practical considerations in the implementation of Mime overcome challenges

in previously developed systems.

The three main techniques for depth sensing are stereo disparity-based methods from com-

puter vision [36], and active illumination techniques which are further categorized as near

infrared (NIR) intensity-based methods, and sensors that operate on the TOF principle.

Stereo disparity-based techniques are passive in the sense that they use natural light or

ambient illumination. On the other hand, active optical methods use specialized NIR light

sources for scene illumination. Compared with passive stereo vision, active optical meth-

ods have proven to be more robust and reliable for a variety of industrial, consumer and

scientific applications [34], [49], [50]. Here we present a short survey of of these techniques

and compare them with Mime on the aforementioned performance metrics and resource

constraints.

2.4.1 Gestural control with 2D cameras

Computer vision techniques allow the use of embedded 2D cameras to recognize hand ges-

tures [51]. These gestures have been widely used for unencumbered line-of-sight interaction

with mobile devices. Standard RGB image-based gesture recognition suffers from several

technical problems: it has poor resolution and is not robust in cluttered environments, it

is computationally complex for mobile processors, and it supports only a small dictionary

of simple motion-cued gestures like waving. RGB image-based gesture recognition can be
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made more precise, robust and generic at the expense of using of additional elements like

color markers or infrared trackers [6].

2.4.2 NIR Intensity Based Techniques

The three main NIR image intensity based techniques are active stereo vision, speckle

pattern decorrelation, and infrared proximity array sensing. All of these methods require

illuminating the scene with an always on light pattern which is the major source of power

consumption in these sensors.

Active stereo vision involves illuminating the scene with a structured light pattern and

imaging with two baseline-separated cameras [52]. The illumination patterns provides rich

scene texture which is necessary to create a dense stereo-correspondence and thereby depth

maps that do not contain artifacts such as holes in scene regions with insufficient texture –

a common problem with passive stereo disparity imaging.

Speckle pattern decorrelation uses a laser source to project a speckle or dot pattern on the

scene. The dot pattern on the scene is imaged using a single NIR camera. The capture

images is processed using a local cross-correlation method called region-growing random

dot matching algorithm to detect and assign depth labels to the laser speckles [53].

Infrared Proximity Array (IPA) sensors operate on the fact that closer objects appear

brighter under active illumination. The scene is illuminated using two light sources with

different characteristics (intensity and half-angle) and two separate NIR intensity images

are recorded. Scene depth at every pixel is computed using a pre-computed polynomial

regression curve that relates the intensity ratio between the two NIR images with scene

depth point [54].

Despite the advantages that active NIR intensity based method have over conventional

stereo vision in imaging quality and depth resolution, they require high optical output

because the light source is always on and it needs to be stronger than ambient illumination

in order for the technique to be effective. As a result active NIR intensity based depth
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sensors are also sensitive to ambient light. Also their depth accuracy and range resolution

performance are baseline limited. Moreover, these sensors are found to perform poorly at

close working ranges of under 1 meter.

2.4.3 TOF Based Techniques

TOF depth sensors operate by flood illuminating the scene using an intensity modulated

light source and focusing the reflected light on to a 2D array of special sensors which

computes the distance to a scene point by measuring the time delay or phase shift caused

due to the back and forth propagation of light. There are three major types of TOF depth

sensors, amplitude modulated cosine wave (AMCW), light detection and ranging (LIDAR)

systems and short pulsed TOF systems with time-gated sensors.

AMCW TOF cameras flood illuminate the scene with an omnidirectional NIR light pulse.

Typically, the transmitted pulse is a modulated square wave with a pulse repetition fre-

quency (PRF) of 10 MHz or higher and a 50% duty cycle. This implies that the light

source is on half the time. The reflected light is converted to an electrical signal by the

CMOS sensor pixels which is then correlated with a cosine wave of the same frequency as

the modulation frequency of the light source [38]. Four samples of the cross correlation

function are used to compute the amplitude, background intensity and the phase shift of

the received waveform relative to the transmitted pulse. This phase shift measured at each

pixel is directly proportional to scene depth.

Time-gated TOF systems also operate using flood NIR illumination but using a much

shorter pulse (50% duty cycle at a high PRF of 50 MHz) [55], [56]. The image sensor has

a fast gating mechanism based on an electro-optic Gallium-Arsenide shutter. The amount

of pulse signal collected at pixel corresponds to where within the depth range the pulse was

reflected from, and can thus be used to calculate the distance to a corresponding point on

the captured subject.

LIDAR systems measure scene distance by raster scanning the scene with a short pulsed

laser source [37]. The pulse widths are typically in the sub-nanosecond range with a PRF
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of 1− 2 MHz. The sensor is single photon counting detector which time-stamps the arrival

of every detected photon with picosecond accuracy. For every raster position, the photons

are collected over a small time-interval. The peak position of the histogram computed using

the photon arrival times is the depth estimate.

TOF depth sensors offer several advantages over active NIR intensity based techniques for

depth measurement. They have higher depth accuracy and range resolution, and operate

from a single viewpoint with no baseline restrictions. AMCW TOF cameras have ambient

light rejection mechanisms [4] making them less sensitive to ambient light. Despite the im-

provement in imaging quality by TOF cameras, they come with their own set of limitations.

Due to the fast timing requirements, TOF sensors use custom hardware for illumination

and sensing which is often difficult to manufacture and leads to expensive cost. The spa-

tial or lateral resolution of TOF cameras is lower than that of NIR intensity based depth

sensors [26]. In contrast, NIR intensity based depth cameras use standard CMOS arrays

and NIR light sources for scene illumination and also are priced at a significantly lower

cost. TOF depth cameras also have to account for additional imaging artifacts like distance

aliasing or phase wrapping, and multipath distortion which are absent in NIR intensity

based cameras.

2.5 Non-camera based techniques for capturing hand ges-

tures

In this section we review motion-based gestural control enabled by techniques that do not use

any image formation. Non-camera based techniques offer advantages in power consumption

and distance of operation. However, these techniques typically do not disambiguate hand

shapes and often provide lower accuracy tracking compared with their optical imaging

counterparts.
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2.5.1 Sound based 3D Source Localization

In addition to optical methods for distance sensing, ultrasound based transducers are also

frequently used in robotics for 3D object localization [57]. More recently, they have been

incorporated into human computer interfaces for hand and gesture tracking [58], [59]. A

typical setup involves transmitting an omni-directional ultrasound beam towards the scene

and using a linear array of microphones to accomplish 3D source localization using beam-

forming and time-delay of arrival estimation [57]. Another implementation Soundwave [60]

uses the speaker and microphone that are already present in most devices to sense in-air

gestures around such devices. The system generates an inaudible tone and uses the doppler

(frequency) shift that is produced when the tone gets reflected by moving objects such as

hands.

State-of-the-art ultrasound systems are less precise at a centimeter or worse range resolu-

tion, compared with their optical counterparts which offer sub-centimeter depth resolution.

Also ultrasound transducers do not produce full scene depth maps and perform poorly in

localizing multiple objects. Their performance also degrades significantly in cluttered nat-

ural scenes and reverberant environments due to strong multiple scattering of sound waves.

In contrast, light undergoes diffuse scattering in most natural scenes which does not mar

the imaging quality of active optical depth sensors as much.

2.5.2 Magnetic field based sensing

Sensing motion based on movement of a magnet-marker has been implemented in several

different forms. Positioning systems like the Polhemus tracker, track object movement

very accurately (mm accuracy) within the region covered by the magnetic field generated

by the system. The disadvantage of such a system is the requirement of bulky hardware

installation. For mobile devices, this problem is resolved with the use of the 3-axis compass

which most smart phones carry. This compass is relatively weaker but has been used in

several implementations of magnetic field based position and motion tracking. Magnetic

field based positioning systems require an external magnet mounted on the target of interest.
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The movement of the magnet result in measurable magnetic field changes along each axis

of the magnetometer or compass (in the case of smart phones). By recording the relative

strengths of the magnetic field lines of force along 3 axes, the system can resolve the 3D

position of the target (which is retrofitted with a magnet). An advantage of measuring

the magnetic field for computing 3D position is that the technique does not require the

target to be in direct line of sight of the sensor because the magnetic field can pass through

several different materials unlike optical signals. However, the volume of operation depends

on the strength of the magnets and the sensitivity of the sensors – strength of the field

required also determines the size of the magnets used. Consequently, accuracy depends on

the sensitivity of the system and the size of the sensors. Moreover, tracking is possible only

with the presence of magnet on the target of interest which could be encumbering in some

cases.

Abracadabra [61] couples a wrist-mounted magnetometer with a passive magnet worn on a

finger of the opposite hand – this allows 3-dimensional input through the finger. Ashbrook

et al. [20] built Nenya, a finger-ring input device that uses magnetic tracking performed by

a wrist-worn sensor. More recently, implementations that use the compass on the smart

phone have demonstrated finger and hand motion tracking for interaction with the device

that uses the space around the device. The positioning system described in [62] uses a

permanent magnet (rod, pen or ring) held or worn by the user. In the uTrack [21] system,

the user wears a ring with a small magnet. The region of interaction is confined to very fine

movements at the user’s fingertips.

2.5.3 Electric field sensing

This technique measures the disturbance caused by a target hand of an electric field ap-

plied between transmitter and receiver electrodes. In its most simple form, the transmitter

is driven by a low-voltage radio source, typically at low-frequency. The target hand en-

ters the electric field between the transmitter and receiver, the capacitive coupling from

the transmitter into the hand, the target hand into the receiver, and body into ground

changes the signal detected at the receiver. Improving resolution and complexity of sensing
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is achieved by increasing the number of transmitters and receivers and additionally multi-

plexing transmit and receive functions. Implementations of multiple sensing configurations

and exhaustive performance details are outlined in [63].

This type of sensing is limited by the strength of the field and number of transmitter/receiver

pairs required for finer resolution. The volume of interaction improves with size of electrodes

and separation between transmit/receive electrodes.

2.5.4 Capacitive sensing

This method exploits the simple charge holding capacity of the plates of capacitors as a

function of the distance and dielectric medium between them. To measure displacement

and hence position and motion of a target human hand, the hand itself acts as one of plates,

the other is typically a metal plate. The distance of the hand to the metal plate results

in a variable resonance frequency in the resonant circuit attached to the metal plate. The

human hand is a good candidate for such sensing because of its conducting properties and

relatively high dielectric constant.

One implementation of the system described above is seen in the system Thracker [64]. The

system was designed to capture hand motion and basic gestures in front of displays. The

sensing system comprised four metal plates – one at each corner of the display – to improve

precision and capture multiple moving targets, for example, two hands.

This technique is relatively low-cost and small in size. However, it is not ideal for tracking

beyond a few centimeters. For longer-range operation, the system requires the use of larger

metal plates. Additionally, tracking resolution and sensitivity quickly drop with distance

from the sensor. Sensing is restricted to objects that are conductive. While it is still ideal

for tracking human hands at very close proximity, this requirement precludes tracking of

any other non-conductive target. Further, the presence of conductive material other than

the target of interest interferes with the sensing.
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2.5.5 Wi-fi based sensing

Similar to ultrasound localization systems, there have been several examples of using wire-

less signals to localize human targets and gestures. The more popular approaches use the

received signal strength indicator (RSSI), from multiple antennas to localize the target.

Newer approaches like [65], [66] use the Doppler shift measured in the received signal in-

duced by target motion. These implementations use existing wireless infrastructure (routers

with multiple antennas) to perform both localization and motion recognition.

The use of wireless signals makes this approach useful in non line-of-sight configurations

and for sensing motion based gestures through walls. However, the granularity of resolution

obtained is on the scale of the moving target, that is, such a system is ideal for detecting

larger hand movements.
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Chapter 3

Compressive Depth Acquisition

Camera

Three dimensional sensors and sensing frameworks provide opportunities for optimization

at different steps in the acquisition and processing pipeline. These are broadly represented

as trade-offs between active optical imaging power, sensor size, and spatial and temporal

resolution capabilities. Applying computational techniques often has the effect of scaling

down sensor size and optical power while maintaining or improving resolution. In time-of-

flight based 3D acquisition, the limiting factor is predominantly sensor array fabrication.

However, TOF based systems tend to provide higher accuracy. Consequently, maintaining

accuracy while reducing sensor array size is an advantage to such systems. This chapter in-

troduces a new computational technique for recovery of depth by the time-of-flight principle

using only a single time-resolved sensor [26]. This is enabled by accurate impulse response

modeling of natural scenes.

Natural scenes can often be approximated by planar facets. Here, we introduce a framework

for acquiring the depth map of a piecewise-planar scene at high range and spatial resolution

using only a single photodetector as the sensing element and a spatiotemporally-modulated

light source as the illumination unit. In our framework (see Fig. 3-1), an omnidirectional,

temporally-modulated periodic light source illuminates a spatial light modulator (SLM)
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Figure 3-1: The proposed architecture for acquiring depth maps of scenes constituted of
piecewise-planar facets. The scene is in far field, i.e., the baseline b and the dimensions of
each planar facet w are much smaller than the distance between the imaging device and the
scene. A light source with periodically-varying intensity s(t) illuminates an N × N -pixel
SLM. The scene is serially illuminated with M chosen spatial patterns. For each patterned
illumination the reflected light is focused at the photodetector and K digital time samples
are recorded. The total M ×K time samples are computationally processed to reconstruct
an N ×N -pixel depth map of the scene.

with an N × N pixel resolution, which then projects a chosen 2D spatial pattern on the

piecewise-planar scene. The light reflected from the illuminated portions of the scene is then

focused at a time-resolving photodetector and digitized into K digital samples by an analog-

to-digital converter (ADC) that is synchronized with the light source. This measurement

process is repeated M times; depending on the desired spatial resolution, M typically ranges

from 1 to 5% of the total number of pixels in the SLM. The recorded time samples are

computationally processed to obtain a 2D scene depth map at the same pixel resolution as

the SLM.

The sequence of SLM configurations and the computational processing each proceed in two
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steps. Both steps exploit implicit or explicit modeling of the scene as piecewise planar.

Step 1 uses no spatial patterning from the SLM, i.e., a fully-transparent configuration.

Under the assumption that the scene is approximately piecewise planar, the continuous-

time light intensity signal at the single photodetector is approximated well in a certain

parametric class. Estimation of the parameters of the signal implies recovery of the range

of depth values present in the scene. Note that the use of a parametric signal modeling

and recovery framework [67, 68] enables us to achieve high depth resolution relative to the

speed of the time sampling at the photodetector. After discretizing the depths identified in

this step, the remaining problem is to find correspondences between spatial locations and

depths to form the depth map.

Step 2 uses many pseudorandom binary patterns on the SLM. The assumption that the

scene is approximately piecewise planar translates to the Laplacian of the depth map being

approximately sparse. We introduce a novel convex optimization problem that finds the

depth map consistent with the measurements that approximately minimizes the number of

nonzero entries in the Laplacian of the depth map. Solving this optimization problem with

a general-purpose software package yields the desired depth map.

Outline

The remainder of this chapter is organized as follows: Section 3.1 establishes notation for

our imaging setup. Sections 3.2 and 3.3 discuss the modeling and computational recovery

associated with Steps 1 and 2, respectively, with the scene restricted to a single planar,

rectangular facet for clarity of exposition. Section 3.4 describes the extensions of the frame-

work that handle scenes with multiple planar facets that are not necessarily rectangular.

The experiment is described in Section 3.5, and further extensions to textured scenes and

non-impulsive illumination are discussed in Section 3.6.
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3.1 Notation and assumptions for analysis of a single rect-

angular facet

Consider the setup shown in Fig. 3-2. A chosen SLM pattern is focused on the scene using

a focusing system as shown in Fig. 3-2A. The center of the focusing system is denoted by

O and is also the origin for a 3D coordinate system (X,Y, Z). All angles and distances are

measured with respect to this global coordinate system. The focusing optics for the SLM

illumination unit are chosen such that it has a depth-of-field (DOF) between distances d1

and d2 (d1 < d2) along the Z dimension and a square field-of-view (FOV) along the X-Y

axes. Thus, the dimensions of a square SLM pixel projected onto the scene remains constant

within the DOF and across the FOV. We denote the dimensions of an SLM pixel within

the DOF by ∆×∆. An SLM with higher spatial resolution corresponds to a smaller value

of ∆. We also assume that the scene lies within the DOF so that all planar facets in the

scene are illuminated by projection pixels of the same size. In our mathematical modeling

and experiments, we only consider binary patterns, i.e., each SLM pixel is chosen to be

either completely opaque or fully transparent. In Section 3.6, we discuss the possibility

of using continuous-valued or gray-scale SLM patterns to compensate for rapidly-varying

scene texture and reflectance.

The light reflected from the scene is focused at the photodetector. Note that we assume

that the baseline separation b between the focusing optics of the detector and the SLM

illumination optics is very small compared to the distance between the imaging device and

the scene; i.e., if Q is a scene point as shown in Fig. 3-2, the total path length O → Q →

photodetector is approximately equal to the path length O → Q → O. Thus, we may

conveniently model O as the effective optical center of the entire imaging setup (illumination

and detector).

Sections 3.2 and 3.3 provide analyses of the time-varying light intensity at the detector in

response to impulse illumination of a scene containing a single rectangular planar facet.

The dimensions of the facet are W ×L. Let OC be the line that lies in the Y -Z plane and

is also perpendicular to the rectangular facet. The plane is tilted from the zero-azimuth
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Figure 3-2: (A) Scene setup for parametric signal modeling of TOF light transport; (B)
Top view; (C) Notation for various angles; (D) Side view.

axis (marked Z in Fig. 3-2), but the developments of Section 3.2 will show that this tilt

is immaterial in our approach to depth map construction. For simplicity, we assume no

tilt from the zenith axis (marked X in Fig. 3-2); a nonzero tilt would be immaterial in our

approach.

The following parameters completely specify the rectangular facet (see Fig. 3-2C):

• d⊥ denotes the length of the line OC.

• φ1 and φ2 are angles between line OC and the extreme rays connecting the vertical

edges of the rectangular facet to O, and ∆φ = |φ1−φ2| is their difference; clearly, ∆φ

is related to L.

• θ1 and θ2 are angles between line OC and the extreme rays connecting the horizontal

edges of the rectangular facet to O, and ∆θ = |θ1 − θ2| is their difference; clearly, δθ

is related to W .

• α is the angle between OC and the Z axis in the Y -Z plane.
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For our light transport model, we assume that the scene is in the far field, i.e., the dimensions

of the rectangular facet are small compared to the distance between the scene and the

imaging device, or W � d1 and L� d1. This implies that ∆φ and ∆θ are small angles and

that the radial fall-off attenuation of light arriving from different points on the rectangular

facet is approximately the same for all the points. For developing the basic light transport

model we also assume that the rectangular facet is devoid of texture and reflectance patterns.

When a 2D scene photograph or image is available prior to data acquisition, then this

assumption can be relaxed without loss of generality as discussed in Section 3.6. Finally,

we set the speed of light to unity so that the numerical value of the time taken by light to

traverse a given distance is equal to the numerical value of the distance.

3.2 Response of a single rectangular facet to fully-transparent

SLM pattern

3.2.1 Scene response.

Let Q be a point on the rectangular planar facet at an angle of θ (θ1 < θ < θ2) and

φ (φ1 < φ < φ2) with respect to the line OC as shown in Fig. 3-2. A unit-intensity

illumination pulse, s(t) = δ(t), that originates at the source at time t = 0 will be reflected

from Q, attenuated due to scattering, and arrive back at the detector delayed in time by an

amount proportional to the distance 2 |OQ|. Since the speed of light is set to be unity, the

delay is exactly equal to the distance 2 |OQ|. Thus the signal incident on the photodetector

in response to impulse illumination of Q is mathematically given by

q(t) = a δ(t− 2 |OQ|),

where a is the total attenuation (transmissivity) of the unit-intensity pulse. Since the

photodetector has an impulse response, denoted by h(t), the electrical output rq(t) of the

photodetector is mathematically equivalent to convolution of the signal q(t) and the detector
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Figure 3-3: (A) All-ones scene illumination. (B) Scene response to all-ones scene illumina-
tion. (C) Diagrammatic explanation of the modeling of the parametric signal p(t).

response h(t):

rq(t) = h(t) ∗ a δ(t− 2 |OQ|) = a h(t− 2 |OQ|).

Next, we use the expression for rq(t) to model the response of the scene in illumination to

a fully transparent SLM pattern (see Fig. 3-3). The signal r(t) obtained in this case is the

total light incident at the photodetector from all possible positions of Q on the rectangular

facet:

r(t) = a

∫ φ2

φ1

∫ θ2

θ1

h(t− 2 |OQ(φ, θ)|) dθ dφ, (3.1)

presuming a linear detector response. From Fig. 3-2 we note that |OQ(φ, θ)| = d⊥
√

sec2 φ+ tan2 θ.

Thus, substituting in Eq. (3.1) we have

r(t) = a

∫ φ2

φ1

∫ θ2

θ1

h
(
t− 2d⊥

√
sec2 φ+ tan2 θ

)
dθ dφ

= a

∫ ∆φ

0

∫ ∆θ

0
h

(
t− 2d⊥

√
sec2(φ1 + φ) + tan2(θ1 + θ)

)
dθ dφ, (3.2)

where the equality in Eq. (3.2) follows from a change of variables φ ← (φ − φ1) and θ ←

(θ − θ1). Since θ ∈ [0,∆θ] and φ ∈ [0,∆φ] are small angles,
√

sec2(φ1 + φ) + tan2(θ1 + θ)
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is approximated well using a first-order expansion:

√
sec2(φ1 + φ) + tan2(θ1 + θ)

≈
√

sec2 φ1 + tan2 θ1 +
1√

sec2 φ1 + tan2 θ1

(
(tanφ1 sec2 φ1)φ+ (tan θ1 sec2 θ1) θ

)
.(3.3)

For notational simplicity, let γ(φ1, θ1) =
√

sec2 φ1 + tan2 θ1. Using Eq. (3.3), Eq. (3.2) is

approximated well by

r(t) = a

∫ ∆φ

0

∫ ∆θ

0
h

(
t− 2d⊥

(
γ(φ1, θ1) +

(tanφ1 sec2 φ1)φ+ (tan θ1 sec2 θ1) θ

γ(φ1, θ1)

))
dθ dφ

= a

∫ ∆φ

0

∫ ∆θ

0
h (t− τ(φ, θ)) dθ dφ,

where

τ(φ, θ) = 2d⊥γ(φ1, θ1) +
2d⊥

γ(φ1, θ1)
(tanφ1 sec2 φ1)φ+

2d⊥
γ(φ1, θ1)

(tan θ1 sec2 θ1)θ. (3.4)

We now make an important observation. The time delay function τ(φ, θ) is a linear function

of the angular variations φ1 ≤ φ ≤ φ2 and θ1 ≤ θ ≤ θ2. Thus, the time-difference-of-arrival

of the returns from the closest point of the rectangular facet to the farthest point varies

linearly. This is the central observation that allows us to model the returned signal using

a parametric signal processing framework (as discussed next) and recover the scene depth

variations using the proposed acquisition setup. Again for notational simplicity, let

T0 = 2d⊥γ(φ1, θ1), Tφ =
2d⊥

γ(φ1, θ1)
tanφ1 sec2 φ1, Tθ =

2d⊥
γ(φ1, θ1)

tan θ1 sec2 θ1.
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Note that T0 > 0 for all values of φ1 and θ1, but Tφ and Tθ may be negative or positive.

With this notation and a change of variables, τ1 ← Tφ φ and τ2 ← Tθ θ, we obtain

r(t) = a

∫ ∆φ

0

∫ ∆θ

0
h (t− T0 − Tφ φ− Tθ θ) dθ dφ

=
a

Tφ Tθ

∫ Tφ ∆φ

0

∫ Tθ ∆θ

0
h (t− T0 − τ1 − τ2) dτ1 dτ2

=
a

Tφ Tθ
h(t) ∗ δ(t− T0) ∗

∫ Tφ ∆φ

0
δ(t− τ1) dτ1 ∗

∫ Tθ ∆θ

0
δ(t− τ2) dτ2

=
a

TφTθ
h(t) ∗ δ(t− T0) ∗B(t, Tφ ∆φ) ∗B(t, Tθ ∆θ)

where B(t, T ) is the box function with width |T | as shown in Fig. 3-3C and defined as

B(t, T ) =


1, for t between 0 and T ;

0, otherwise.

The function B(t, T ) is a parametric function that can be described with a small number of

parameters despite its infinite Fourier bandwidth [67, 68]. The convolution of B(t, Tφ ∆φ)

and B(t, Tθ ∆θ), delayed in time by T0, is another parametric function as shown in Fig. 3-

3C. We call this function P(t, T0, Tφ ∆φ, Tθ ∆θ). It is piecewise linear and plays a central

role in our depth acquisition approach for piecewise-planar scenes. With this notation, we

obtain

r(t) =
a

TφTθ
h(t) ∗P(t, T0, Tφ ∆φ, Tθ ∆θ).

The function P(t, T0, Tφ ∆φ, Tθ ∆θ) is nonzero over a time interval t ∈ [Tmin, Tmax] that

is precisely the time interval in which reflected light from the points on the rectangular

planar facet arrives at the detector. Also, for intuition, note that T0 is equal to the distance

between O and the lower left corner of the rectangular plane, but it may or may not be the

point on the plane closest to O. With knowledge of Tmin and Tmax we obtain a region of

certainty in which the rectangular facet lies. This region is a spherical shell centered at O

with inner and outer radii equal to Tmin and Tmax respectively (see Fig. 3-4). Within this

shell, the rectangular planar facet may have many possible orientations and positions.
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O

Figure 3-4: The signal p(t) only provides information regarding the depth ranges present
in the scene. It does not allow us to estimate the position and shape of the planar facet in
the FOV of the imaging system. At best, the facet can be localized to lie between spherical
shells specified by Tmin and Tmax. In this figure two possible positions for the rectangular
facet are shown.

3.2.2 Parameter recovery

We wish to estimate the function P(t, T0, Tφ ∆φ, Tθ ∆θ) and hence the values of Tmin and

Tmax by processing the digital samples r[k] of the function r(t). The detector impulse

response h(t) is generally modeled as a bandlimited lowpass filter. Thus, the general

deconvolution problem of obtaining P(t, T0, Tφ ∆φ, Tθ ∆θ) from samples r[k] is ill-posed

and highly sensitive to noise. However, our modeling shows that the light transport

function P(t, T0, Tφ ∆φ, Tθ ∆θ) is piecewise linear. This knowledge makes the recovery of

P(t, T0, Tφ ∆φ, Tθ ∆θ) a parametric deconvolution problem that we solve using the paramet-

ric signal processing framework described in [48].

It is important to emphasize that the analysis up to this point is independent of the tilt

α and orientation of the rectangular plane with respect to the global coordinate system

(X,Y, Z); i.e., the tilt α has not appeared in any mathematical expression. Thus, the para-

metric function P(t, T0, Tφ ∆φ, Tθ ∆θ) describing the light transport between the imaging

device and the rectangular planar facet is independent of the orientation of the line OC.

This is intuitive because all the results were derived by considering a new frame of ref-

erence involving the rectangular plane and the normal to the plane from the origin, OC.
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The derived parametric light signal expressions themselves did not depend on how OC is

oriented with respect to the global coordinate system but rather depend on the relative

position of the plane with respect to OC. This explains why it is not possible to infer the

position and orientation of the planar facet in the FOV of the system from the estimates

of P(t, T0, Tφ ∆φ, Tθ ∆θ). Recovery of the position and orientation of a rectangular planar

facet is accomplished in Step 2 of our method using patterned illuminations as described in

Section 3.3 below.

3.3 Response of a single rectangular facet to binary SLM

pattern

3.3.1 Notation

As discussed in Section 3.1, the SLM pixels discretize the FOV into small squares of size

∆×∆. We index both the SLM pixels and the corresponding scene points by (i, j). Since

we illuminate the scene with a series of M different binary SLM patterns, we also assign an

index p for the illumination patterns. The full collection of binary SLM values is denoted

{cpij : i = 1, . . . , N, j = 1, . . . , N, p = 1, . . . ,M}.

Let D denote the depth map that we wish to construct. Then Dij is the depth in the

direction of illumination of SLM pixel (i, j), assuming rays in that direction intersect the

rectangular facet; set Dij to zero otherwise. More specifically, we use the lower-left corner

of the projection of the pixel onto the planar facet, as shown in Fig. 3-5A. It is convenient

to also define the index map, I = {Iij : i = 1, . . . , N, j = 1, . . . , N}, associated with the

rectangular facet through

Iij =


1, if rays along SLM illumination pixel (i, j) intersect the rectangular facet;

0, otherwise.
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Figure 3-5: (A) Binary patterned scene illumination. (B) Scene response to all-ones scene
illumination. (C) Diagrammatic explanation of the high-resolution SLM (small ∆) approx-
imation. (D) Modeling of the parametric signal Up(t) as a weighted sum of equally-spaced
Diracs. Note that Up(t) has the same time envelope as the signal P(t, T0, Tφ ∆φ, Tθ ∆θ).

3.3.2 Scene response.

If we consider the rectangular facet as being composed of smaller rectangular facets of size

∆×∆, then following the derivation described in Section 3.2.1 we find that the light signal

received at the detector in response to patterned, impulsive illumination of the rectangular

facet is given by

rp(t) =
N∑
i=1

N∑
j=1

cpijIij

(
a h(t) ∗

∫ ∆

0

∫ ∆

0
δ(t− 2Dij − 2x` − 2y`) dx` dy`

)
(3.5)

=

N∑
i=1

N∑
j=1

cpijIij

(a
4
h(t) ∗ δ(t− 2Dij) ∗B(t,∆) ∗B(t,∆)

)

=
a

4
h(t) ∗

 N∑
i=1

N∑
j=1

cpijIij (δ(t− 2Dij) ∗B(t,∆) ∗B(t,∆))

 . (3.6)

Next, define the signal Up(t) as

Up(t) =

N∑
i=1

N∑
j=1

cpijIij (δ(t− 2Dij) ∗B(t,∆) ∗B(t,∆)) . (3.7)
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The function 4(t,∆) = B(t,∆) ∗ B(t,∆) has a triangular shape with a base width of

2∆ as shown in Fig. 3-5C. In practice, when the SLM has high spatial resolution then

∆ is very small, i.e., ∆ � W , ∆ � L, and 4(t,∆) approximates a Dirac delta function

δ(t). Thus, for a high-resolution SLM the signal Up(t) is a weighted sum of uniformly-

spaced impulses where the spacing between impulses is equal to 2∆. Mathematically, we

use lim∆→0 B(t,∆) ∗B(t,∆) = lim∆→0 δ(t−∆) = δ(t) in Eq. (3.7) to obtain

lim
∆→0

Up(t) =
N∑
i=1

N∑
j=1

cpijIij (δ(t− 2Dij) ∗ δ(t)) =
N∑
i=1

N∑
j=1

cpijIij δ(t− 2Dij). (3.8)

The parametric signal Up(t) is obtained in the process of illuminating the scene with a

patterned illumination and collecting light from illuminated portions of the scene (cpij = 1)

where the rectangular planar facet is present (Iij = 1). In particular, for a small value of

∆ and fully-transparent SLM pattern (all-ones or cpij = 1 : i = 1, . . . , N, j = 1, . . . , N) we

have the following relation:

rall−ones(t) = lim
∆→0

N∑
i=1

N∑
j=1

Iij

(
a h(t) ∗

∫ ∆

0

∫ ∆

0
δ(t− 2Dij − 2x` − 2y`) dx` dy`

)
(3.9)

= a

∫ φ2

φ1

∫ θ2

θ1

h(t− 2 |OQ(φ, θ)|) dθ dφ = r(t) (3.10)

where Eq. (3.10) follows from the fact that the double-summation approximates the double

integral in the limiting case (∆ → 0). Additionally, Eq. (3.10) implies that Uall−ones(t) =

P(t, T0, Tφ ∆φ, Tθ ∆θ). An important observation that stems from this fact is that for any

chosen illumination pattern, the signal Up(t) and the signal P(t, T0, Tφ ∆φ, Tθ ∆θ), which

is obtained by using the all-ones or fully-transparent illumination pattern, have support

in time [Tmin, Tmax]. To be precise, if the points on the rectangular planar facet that are

closest and farthest to O are illuminated, then both Up(t) and P(t, T0, Tφ ∆φ, Tθ ∆θ) have

exactly the same duration and time delay. In practice, the binary patterns are randomly

chosen with at least half of the SLM pixels “on,” so it is highly likely that at least one

point near the point closest to O and at least one point near the point farthest from O

are illuminated. Hence, Up(t) and P(t, T0, Tφ ∆φ, Tθ ∆θ) are likely to have approximately
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the same time support and time delay offset. This implies Dij ∈ [Tmin, Tmax] (because the

speed of light is normalized to unity).

3.3.3 Sampled data and Fourier-domain representation

Digital samples of the received signal rp[k] allow us to recover the depth map D. First, note

that the set of distance values, {Dij : i = 1, . . . , N, j = 1, . . . , N}, may contain repetitions;

i.e., several (i, j) positions may have the same depth value Dij . All these points will lie on

a circular arc on the rectangular facet as shown in Fig. 3-5A. Each Dij belongs to the set

of equally-spaced distinct depth values {d1, d2, . . . , dL} where

L =
Tmax − Tmin

2∆
, d1 = Tmin, d` = d1 + 2∆`, ` = 1, . . . , L.

Note that the linear variation of the depths d1, . . . , dL is a direct consequence of Eq. (3.4),

which states that there is a linear variation of distance from O of the closest point on

the rectangular facet to the farthest. In the case of all-ones SLM illumination discussed

in Section 3.2.1, we obtain the continuous signal P(t, T0, Tφ ∆φ, Tθ ∆θ); in the patterned

illumination case, we obtain a signal Up(t) that is a weighted sum of uniformly-spaced

impulses. With this new observation we have

lim
∆→0

Up(t) =

N∑
i=1

N∑
j=1

cpijIij δ(t− 2Dij) =

L∑
`=1

 N∑
i=1

N∑
j=1

cpijI
`
ij

 δ(t− 2d`), (3.11)

where we define the matrix I` as

I`ij =


1, if Dij = d`;

0, otherwise,

so Iij =
∑L

`=1 I
`
ij and Dij =

∑L
`=1 d`I

`
ij . With this new notation, the depth map D

associated with the rectangular facet is the weighted sum of the index maps {I` : ` =

1, . . . , L} (see Fig. 3-6). Thus, constructing the depth map is now solved by finding the the

L binary-valued index maps.
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Figure 3-6: Depth masks are binary-valued N × N pixel resolution images which indicate
the presence (1) or absence (0) of a particular depth at a particular position (i, j) in the
discretized FOV of the sensor. Depending on ∆ and the sampling rate, we obtain a uniform
sampling of the depth range and hence obtain L depth masks, one per depth value. The
depth map of a scene is the weighted linear combination of depth masks where the weights
are the numerical values of the discretized depth range, {d1, d2, . . . , dL}.

Taking the Fourier transform F{·} of the signals on both sides of Eq. (3.11) we get

F

{
lim
∆→0

Up(t)

}
= F


L∑
`=1

 N∑
i=1

N∑
j=1

cpijI
`
ij

 δ(t− 2d`)


=

L∑
`=1

 N∑
i=1

N∑
j=1

cpijI
`
ij

 F {δ(t− 2d`)} =
L∑
`=1

 N∑
i=1

N∑
j=1

cpijI
`
ij

 e−iω2d`

where i =
√
−1. From elementary Fourier analysis and Eq. (3.6) we know that

F {rp(t)} =
a

4
F {h(t) ∗Up(t)} =

a

4
F {h(t)}F {Up(t)} .

Let the ADC sample the signal incident on the photodetector at a sampling frequency of f
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samples per second. Then, using elementary sampling theory [69], we obtain the relation

F {rp[k]} =
af

4
F {h[k]}F {Up[k]} =⇒ F {rp[k]}

F {h[k]}
=

af

4

L∑
`=1

 N∑
i=1

N∑
j=1

cpijI
`
ij

 e−i(4πf d`) k.

Let K denote the total number of samples collected by the ADC and let the discrete

Fourier transform (DFT) of the samples {rp[k] : k = 1, . . . ,K} be denoted by {Rp[k] :

k = 1, . . . ,K}. Similarly define {Hp[k] : k = 1, . . . ,K} for the impulse response samples

{hp[k] : k = 1, . . . ,K}. Then

Rp[k]

H[k]
=

af

4

L∑
`=1

 N∑
i=1

N∑
j=1

cpijI
`
ij

 e−i(4πfd`) k, k = 1, . . . ,K. (3.12)

For notational simplicity let

yp` =
N∑
i=1

N∑
j=1

cpijI
`
ij , ` = 1, . . . , L. (3.13)

The constants a and f are computed using calibration and are computationally compen-

sated using normalization. Since the values {d1, d2, . . . , dL} are known, Eq. (3.12) can be

represented as a system of linear equations as follows:

Rp[1]/H[1]
...

Rp[k]/H[k]
...

Rp[K]/H[K]


=



1 · · · 1 · · · 1
...

...
...

e−i(4πfd1) k · · · e−i(4πfd`) k · · · e−i(4πfdL) k

...
...

...

e−i(4πfd1)K · · · e−i(4πfd`)K · · · e−i(4πfdL)K





yp1
...

yp`
...

ypL


,

which can be compactly written as

Rp/H = Vyp (3.14)

(where the division is elementwise). The matrix V is a Vandermonde matrix; thus K ≥ L
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ensures that we can uniquely solve the linear system in Eq. (3.14). Furthermore, a larger

value of K allows us to mitigate the effect of noise by producing least square estimates of

yp. Next, from Eq. (3.13) we see that yp can also be represented with a linear system of

equations as follows:



yp1
...

yp`
...

ypL


=



I1
11 · · · I1

1N I1
21 · · · I1

2N · · · I1
N1 · · · I1

NN

...
...

...
...

...

I`11 · · · I`1N I`21 · · · I`2N · · · I`N1 · · · I`NN
...

...
...

...
...

IL11 · · · IL1N IL21 · · · IL2N · · · ILN1 · · · ILNN





cp11

...

cp1N

cp21

...

cp2N
...

cpN1
...

cpNN



. (3.15)

From the M different binary SLM illumination patterns, we get M instances of Eq. (3.15)

that can be combined into the compact representation

y︸︷︷︸
L×M

=
[
I1 · · · I` · · · IL

]T
︸ ︷︷ ︸

L×N2

C︸︷︷︸
N2×M

. (3.16)

This system of equations is under-constrained since there are L × N2 unknowns (corre-

sponding to the unknown values of
[
I1 . . . I` . . . IL

]
) and only L×M available transformed

data observations y. Note that y is computed using a total of K ×M samples of the light

signals received in response to M � N2 patterned illuminations.

3.3.4 Algorithms for depth map reconstruction

Our goal is now to recover the depth map D, which has N×N entries. To enable depth map

reconstruction even though we have much fewer observations than unknowns, we exploit the

structure of scene depth. We know that the depth values Dij correspond to the distances
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from O to points that are constrained to lie on a rectangular facet and that the distances

Dij are also linearly spaced between d1 and dL. The planar constraint and linear variation

imply that the depth map D is sparse in the second-finite difference domain as shown

Fig. 2-1. By exploiting this sparsity of the depth map, it is possible to recover D from the

data y by solving the following constrained `1-regularized optimization problem:

OPT: minimize
D

∥∥∥y − [I1 . . . I` . . . IL
]T

C
∥∥∥2

F
+
∥∥(Φ⊗ ΦT

)
D
∥∥

1

subject to
L∑
`=1

I`ij = 1, for all (i, j),
L∑
`=1

d`I
` = D, and

I`ij ∈ {0, 1}, ` = 1, . . . , L, i = 1, . . . , N, j = 1, . . . , N.

Here the Frobenius matrix norm squared ‖.‖2F is the sum-of-squares of the matrix entries,

the matrix Φ is the second-order finite difference operator matrix

Φ =


1 −2 1 0 · · · 0

0 1 −2 1 · · · 0
...

...
. . .

. . .
. . .

...

0 · · · 0 1 −2 1

 ,

and ⊗ is the standard Kronecker product for matrices.

The optimization problem OPT has an intuitive interpretation. Our objective is to find

the depth map D that is most consistent with having a piecewise-planar scene. Such

scenes are characterized by D having a discrete two-dimensional Laplacian
(
Φ⊗ ΦT

)
D

with a small number of nonzero entries (corresponding to the boundaries of the planar

facets). The number of nonzero entries (the “`0 pseudonorm”) is difficult to use because it

is nonconvex and not robust to small perturbations, and the `1 norm is a suitable proxy

with many optimality properties [44]. The problem OPT combines the above objective with

maintaining fidelity with the measured data by keeping ‖y−
[
I1 . . . I` . . . IL

]
C‖2F small. The

constraints I`ij ∈ {0, 1} and
∑L

`=1 I
`
ij = 1 for all (i, j) are a mathematical rephrasing of the

fact that each point in the depth map has a single depth value, so different depth values

cannot be assigned to, one position (i, j). The constraint
∑L

`=1 d`I
` = D expresses how the
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depth map is constructed from the index maps.

While the optimization problem OPT already contains a convex relaxation in its use of

‖Φ D‖1, it is nevertheless computationally intractable because of the integrality constraints

I`ij ∈ {0, 1}. Using a further relaxation of I`ij ∈ [0, 1] yields the following tractable formu-

lation.

R-OPT: minimize
D

∥∥∥y − [I1 . . . I` . . . IL
]T

C
∥∥∥2

F
+ ‖

(
Φ⊗ ΦT

)
D‖1

subject to
L∑
`=1

I`ij = 1, for all (i, j),
L∑
`=1

d`I
` = D, and

I`ij ∈ [0, 1] ` = 1, . . . , L, i = 1, . . . , N, j = 1, . . . , N.

We solved the convex optimization problem R-OPT using CVX, a package for specifying

and solving convex programs [70].

Summarizing, the procedure for reconstructing the depth map of a scene with a single

rectangular planar facet is as follows:

1. Measure the digital samples of the impulse response of the photodetector {h[k] : k =

1, . . . ,K}. We assume that the ADC samples at least twice as fast as the bandwidth

of the photodetector (Nyquist criterion).

2. Illuminate the entire scene with an impulse using an all-ones, fully-transparent SLM

pattern and measure the digital samples of the received signal {r[k] : k = 1, . . . ,K}.

In case the source is periodic, such as an impulse train, the received signal r(t) will

also be periodic and hence the samples need to be collected only in one period.

3. Process the received signal samples {r[k] : k = 1, . . . ,K} and the impulse response

samples, {h[k] : k = 1, . . . ,K} using the parametric signal deconvolution algorithm

described in [48] to estimate the piecewise-linear function P(t, T0, Tφ ∆φ, Tθ ∆θ).

4. Using the estimate of P(t, T0, Tφ ∆φ, Tθ ∆θ), infer the values of Tmin and Tmax.

5. Illuminate the scene M = N2/20 times using the randomly-chosen binary SLM pat-

terns {cpij : p = 1, . . . ,M}, again using an impulsive light source. Record K digital
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time samples of the light signal received at the photodetector in response to each of

the patterned illuminations {rp[k] : k = 1, . . . ,K, p = 1, . . .M}.

6. For each pattern, compute the transformed data y = [y1, . . . ,yM ] as described in

Section 3.3.2.

7. Construct the matrix C from the binary SLM patterns.

8. Solve the problem R-OPT to reconstruct the depth map D associated with the rect-

angular facet. This depth map contains information about the position, orientation

and shape of the planar facet.

3.4 Depth map acquisition for general scenes

In this section we generalize the received signal model and depth map reconstruction devel-

oped in Sections 3.2 and 3.3 to planar facets of any shape and scenes with multiple planar

facets.

3.4.1 General planar shapes

The signal modeling described in Section 3.2.1 applies to a planar facet with non-rectangular

shape as well. For example, consider the illumination of a single triangular facet with the

fully transparent SLM pattern as shown in Fig. 3-7 (left panel). In this case, the light signal

received at the detector is

r(t) = a

∫ φ2

φ1

∫ θ2(φ)

θ1(φ)
h(t− 2 |OQ(φ, θ)|) dθ dφ.

Contrasting with Eq. (3.1), since the shape is not a rectangle, the angle θ does not vary

over the entire range [θ1, θ2]. Instead, for a fixed value of angle φ, the angle θ can only vary

from between some θ1(φ) and some θ2(φ). These limits of variation are determined by the

shape of the object as shown in Fig. 3-7 (right panel).

Since the planar facet is in the far field, the distances of plane points from O still vary

linearly. As a result, r(t) is still equal to the convolution of the detector impulse response
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Figure 3-7: Parametric modeling for non-rectangular planes. The piecewise linear fit (shown
in dotted black) is a good fit to the true parametric scene response from a triangular planar
facet. This fit allows us to robustly estimate Tmin and Tmax.

with a parametric signal whose shape depends on the shape of the planar facet. For example,

as shown in Fig. 3-7 (right panel), the profile of the signal P(t, T0, Tφ ∆φ, Tθ ∆θ) is triangular

with jagged edges. The task of estimating the signal P(t, T0, Tφ ∆φ, Tθ ∆θ) corresponding

to a general shape, such as a triangle, from the samples r[k] is more difficult than estimating

P(t, T0, Tφ ∆φ, Tθ ∆θ) in the case of a rectangular facet. However, as we can see from Fig. 3-

7 (right panel), a good piecewise-linear fit is still obtained using the samples of r[k]. This

piecewise-linear approximation, although not exact, suffices for our purpose of estimating

the shortest and farthest distance to the points on the planar facet. Thus it is possible

to estimate the values Tmin and Tmax using the samples r[k] without any dependence on

the shape of the planar facet. Once Tmin and Tmax are estimated, we use the framework

described in Section 3.3 to recover the depth map of the scene, which will also reveal the

exact shape and orientation of the planar facet.

3.4.2 Multiple planar facets

When the scene has multiple planar facets, as shown in Fig. 3-8-A, the linearity of light

transport and the linear response of the detector together imply that the detector output is

the sum of the signals received from each of the individual planar facets. This holds equally

well for the cases of fully-transparent and patterned SLM illumination.

Fig. 3-8A illustrates a scene composed of two planar facets illuminated with a fully-transparent
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Figure 3-8: Parametric modeling in scenes with multiple planar facets. Since light trans-
port is linear and assuming light adds linearly at the detector, the parametric signal that
characterizes the scene response is the sum of multiple parametric signals. Thus even in
the case of multiple planar facets, a piecewise-linear fit to the observed data allows us to
reliably estimate the scene’s depth range.

SLM setting. The total response is given by

r(t) = r1(t) + r2(t) = P1(t, T0,1, Tφ,1∆φ1, Tθ,1∆θ1) + P2(t, T0,2, Tφ,2∆φ2, Tθ,2∆θ2),

where ri(t) and Pi denote the response from planar facet i. The total response is thus a

parametric signal. When points on two different planar facets are at the same distance

from O (see Fig. 3-8C), there is time overlap between PA(t, T0A , TφA∆φA, TθA∆θA) and

PB(t, T0B , TφB∆φB, TθB∆θB) (see Fig. 3-8E). In any case, closest distance Tmin and farthest

distance Tmax can be estimated from r(t). Thus the framework developed in Section 3.3 for

estimating the distance set {d1, d2, . . . , dL} applies here as well. Note that we do not need

any prior information on how many planar facets are present in the scene.

Fig. 3-8B illustrates the same scene illuminated with a patterned SLM setting. Since the

response to pattern p follows

rp(t) = rp1(t) + rp2(t),
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where rpi (t) is the response from planar facet i, we can similarly write

Up(t) = Up
1(t) + Up

2(t).

Thus the problem of depth map reconstruction in case of scenes constituted of multiple

planar facets is also solved using the convex optimization framework described in Section 3.3.

Fig. 3-8 illustrates rectangular facets that do not occlude each other, but the lack of occlusion

is not a fundamental limitation. If a portion of a facet is occluded, it effectively becomes

non-rectangular, as described in Section 3.4.1.

3.5 Experiments

3.5.1 Imaging setup and measurement

The proof-of-concept experiment to demonstrate the single-sensor compressive depth ac-

quisition framework is illustrated in Fig. 3-9. The periodic light source was a mode-locked

Ti:Sapphire femtosecond laser with a pulse width of 100 fs and a repetition rate of 80 MHz

operating at a wavelength of 790 nm. It illuminated a MATLAB-controlled Boulder Nonlin-

ear Systems liquid-crystal SLM with a pixel resolution of 512×512 pixels, each 15×15 µm.

Pixels were grouped in blocks of 8 × 8 and each block phase-modulated the incident light

to either 0◦ or 180◦ phase. The phase-modulated beam was passed through a half-wave

plate followed by a polarizer to obtain the binary intensity pattern. A total of 205 binary

patterns of 64 × 64 block-pixel resolution, were used for illumination. Each pattern was

randomly chosen and had about half of the 4096 SLM blocks corresponding to zero phase

(zero intensity after the polarizer). The average power in an illumination pattern was about

40 to 50 mW. The binary patterns were serially projected onto the scene comprised of two

to four Lambertian planar shapes (see Fig. 3-10A) at different inclinations and distances.

Our piecewise-planar scenes were composed of acrylic cut-outs of various geometric shapes

coated with Edmund Optics NT83-889 white reflectance coating. The effects of speckle

and interference were minimized by using convex lenses to project the SLM patterns on
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Figure 3-9: Schematic experimental setup to demonstrate depth estimation using our pro-
posed framework. See text for details.

the scene. At a distance of 10 cm from the detector, each pixel in the scene was about

0.1 mm2. For each pattern, the light reflected from all the illuminated portions of the scene

was focused on a ThorLabs DET10A Si PIN diode with a rise time of 0.7 ns and an active

area of 0.8 mm2. A transparent glass slide was used to direct a small portion of the light

into a second photodetector to trigger a 20 GHz oscilloscope and obtain the time origin for

all received signals.

The depth map recovery is a two-step process: first we estimate the depth range within

which the scene is present, and then we estimate the spatial locations, orientations and

shapes of the planar facets. In Step 1, the scene was first illuminated with an all-ones

pattern. The resulting convolution, r(t), of the scene’s true parametric response P(t) and
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the detector’s impulse response h(t) was time sampled using the 20 GHz oscilloscope to

obtain 1311 samples. These samples, r[k], are lowpass filtered (LPF) to reduce sensor noise

and processed using parametric deconvolution [48, 67, 71] to obtain the estimate P̂(t) and

hence the estimates of the distance ranges in which the planar facets lie. In Step 2, to

recover the shapes and positions of the planar shapes, the scene is illuminated with 205 (5%

of 64×64 = 4096) randomly-chosen binary patterns. The time samples collected in response

to each patterned illumination are again low pass filtered (LPF) for denoising. The DFT

of the filtered samples is processed using the Vandermonde matrix constructed using range

estimates obtained in Step 1, to yield as many coefficients as there are distinct depth ranges

(three in Fig. 3-9). These coefficients correspond to the product of the projected pattern

and a binary-valued depth mask (M1, M2 and M3) that identifies the locations in the scene

where the particular depth (d1, d2 and d3) is present (see Fig. 3-6). The resulting 205× 3

estimated coefficients are processed using a convex optimization framework that exploits the

sparsity of the Laplacian of the depth map to recover the positions and shapes of the planar

objects relative to the acquisition setup in the form of the three depth masks. Finally, these

depth masks are weighted with the true depth values from Step 1 to reconstruct complete

scene depth maps.

3.5.2 Depth map reconstruction results

Figs. 3-10A and 3-10B show the relative positions and approximate distances between the

SLM focusing lens, the photodetector, and the two scenes constituted of white colored,

Lambertian planar facets of different shapes and sizes. In Fig. 3-10A (also see Fig. 3-9),

the dimensions of the planar facets are about 10 times smaller than the separation between

SLM/photodetector and scene. Thus, there is little variation in the times-of-arrival of

reflections from points on any single planar facet, as evidenced by the three concentrated

rectangular pulses in the estimated parametric signal P̂(t) in Fig. 3-10C. The time delays

correspond to the three distinct depth ranges (15 cm, 16 cm and 18 cm). In Fig. 3-10B,

there is significant variation in the times-of-arrival of reflections from points within each

planar facet as well as overlap in the returns from the two facets. Thus, we get a broader
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Figure 3-10: Photographs of experimental setup (A and B). Parametric signal estimate in
response to all-transparent illumination (C and D). Parametric signal estimate in response
to patterned illumination (E and F). Depth map reconstructions (G and H).

estimated parametric signal P̂(t) that does not consist of disjoint rectangular pulses, and

hence a continuous depth range as shown in Fig. 3-10D (solid blue curve). Overlaid on

the experimental data in Fig. 3-10D are the computed separate contributions from the

two planes in Fig. 3-10B (black dashed and black dash-dotted curves), conforming to our

modeling in Section 3.2. Note that the depth range axis is appropriately scaled to account

for ADC sampling frequency and the factor of 2 introduced due to light going back and

forth. The normalized amplitude of the parametric signal P̂(t) is an approximate measure

of how much surface area of the scene is at a particular depth. The depth discretization and

hence the range resolution is governed by the size of the projected SLM pixel, ∆. In our

experiment the measured ∆ is 0.1 mm and hence there are 21 discrete depths, d1, . . . , d21

at a separation of 2∆. Fig. 3-10E and Fig. 3-10F show the parametric signal Up(t) that

is recovered in the case of the first patterned illumination for the scenes in Fig. 3-10A and

Fig. 3-10B, respectively. Figs. 3-10G and 3-10H show 64×64-pixel depth maps reconstructed

using time samples from patterned binary illuminations of both the scenes. The distinct

depth values are rendered in gray scale with closest depth shown in white and farthest depth

value shown in dark gray; black is used to denote the scene portions from where no light is

collected.

Our technique yielded accurate sub-cm depth maps with sharp edges. The range resolution
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of our acquisition method – the ability to resolve close depths – depends on the bandwidth

of the temporal light modulation, the response time of the photodetector, and the sampling

rate of the ADC. The spatial resolution of our output depth map is a function of the

number of distinct patterned scene illuminations; a complex scene with a large number of

sharp features requires a larger number of SLM illuminations. In the presence of synchro-

nization jitter and sensor noise, we average over multiple periods and use a larger number

of illumination patterns to mitigate the effect of noise (see Fig. 3-9).

3.6 Discussion and extensions

The central novelty of our work relative to common LIDAR and TOF camera technologies

is our mechanism for attaining spatial resolution through spatially-patterned illumination.

In principle, this saves time relative to a LIDAR system because an SLM pattern can be

changed more quickly than a laser position, and the number of acquisition cycles M is far

fewer than the number of pixels in the constructed depth map. The savings relative to a

TOF camera is in the number of sensors.

Our proposed depth acquisition technique also has two significant potential advantages

over TOF cameras: First, our method is invariant to ambient light because only the low-

frequency components of the recorded signals are affected by ambient light; low-frequency

disturbances in turn only affect the overall scaling and do not affect the shape, duration

and time delay of the parametric signal P(t). Second, there is potential for power savings:

instead of constantly illuminating the scene with high-powered LED sources independent of

the scene depth range, as is the case in TOF cameras, the scene range estimate from Step 1

of our method can be used to adaptively control the optical power output depending on

how close the scene is to the imaging device.

The main limitation of our framework is inapplicability to scenes with curvilinear objects,

which would require extensions of the current mathematical model. If we abandon the

parametric signal recovery aspect of Step 1, we may still more crudely estimate the overall

range of depths in the scene and proceed with Step 2. However, this will increase L and
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thus increase the computational complexity of depth map recovery. The degree to which it

necessitates an increase in M requires further study. More generally, the relationship be-

tween M and the depth map quality requires further study; while the optimization problems

introduced in Section 3.3.4 bear some similarity to standard compressed sensing problems,

existing theory does not apply directly.

Another limitation is that a periodic light source creates a wrap-around error as it does

in other TOF devices [35]. For scenes in which surfaces have high reflectance or texture

variations, availability of a traditional 2D image prior to our data acquisition allows for

improved depth map reconstruction as discussed next.

3.6.1 Scenes with non-uniform texture and reflectance

Natural objects typically have surface texture and reflectance variations. In our experiments

we only considered objects with uniform Lambertian reflectance. Here we briefly discuss

the extension of our formulation to the case of planar facets with non-uniform texture

and reflectance patterns. This extension assumes an SLM with a high number of pixels

(small ∆) that performs grayscale light modulation. (Our experiments use only binary

light modulation.)

Let the scene reflectance coefficient in the (i, j) direction be aij . Then the response to an

all-ones (fully-transparent) SLM illumination is

r0(t) = lim
∆→0

N∑
i=1

N∑
j=1

aijIij

(
h(t) ∗

∫ ∆

0

∫ ∆

0
δ(t− 2Dij − 2xl − 2yl) dx` dy`

)

=

∫ φ2

φ1

∫ θ2

θ1

a(φ, θ)h(t− 2 |OQ(φ, θ)|) dθ dφ.

The presence of the unknown reflectance variations a(φ, θ) prevents us from modeling r0(t)

as a convolution of h(t) and a piecewise-linear parametric signal as described in Section 3.2.1.

However, if prior to data acquisition we have a conventional 2D image (photograph) of the

scene that provides an estimate of the scene reflectance {aij : i = 1, . . . , N, j = 1, . . . , N},

it is possible to compensate for the reflectance using a grayscale SLM illumination. Specif-
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ically, the “inverse” illumination pattern a/aij , i = 1, . . . , N , j = 1, . . . , N , where a is a

chosen proportionality constant, yields response

r−1(t) = lim
∆→0

N∑
i=1

N∑
j=1

aij
a

aij
Iij

(
h(t) ∗

∫ ∆

0

∫ ∆

0
δ(t− 2Dij − 2x` − 2y`) dx` dy`

)

= a

∫ φ2

φ1

∫ θ2

θ1

h(t− 2 |OQ(φ, θ)|) dθ dφ = h(t) ∗P(t, T0, Tφ ∆φ, Tθ ∆θ),

suitable for Step 1 of our method. Analogous inversion of the scene reflectance can be

applied in Step 2 of our method.

3.6.2 Use of non-impulsive illumination sources

In our formulation and experiments we used a light impulse generator such as a femtosecond

laser as our illumination source. However, we note that since the photodetector impulse

response h(t) is bandlimited, the overall imaging system is bandlimited. Thus it is possible

to use non-impulsive sources that match the band limit of the detector without losing any

imaging quality. Here we derive an expression for the signal received at the photodetector

when we use a general time-varying source s(t) instead of an impulse δ(t).

The scene defines a linear and time-invariant (LTI) system from illumination to detection.

This is easy to verify: light transport is linear, and if we illuminate the scene with a

time-delayed pulse, the received signal is delayed by the same amount. We have already

modeled as r(t) the output of the system in response to impulse illumination. Thus, the

signal received at the photodetector in response to illumination using source s(t) is given

by s(t) ∗ r(t), the convolution of r(t) with the source signal s(t). Since r(t) = h(t) ∗

P(t, T0, Tφ ∆φ, Tθ ∆θ) we have

s(t) ∗ r(t) = s(t) ∗ {h(t) ∗P(t, T0, Tφ ∆φ, Tθ ∆θ)} = {s(t) ∗ h(t)} ∗P(t, T0, Tφ ∆φ, Tθ ∆θ).

(3.17)

Eq. (3.17) demonstrates that if we use a non-impulsive source s(t) then all our formulations

developed in Sections 3.2 and 3.3 are valid with one small change: use s(t) ∗ h(t) in place

of h(t).
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Chapter 4

Compressive Depth Acquisition

Using Single Photon Counting

Detectors

In the previous chapter, we introduced the theoretical framework behind a single pixel

depth acquisition camera. Experimental results and analysis of this framework were pre-

sented for a short range (less than 1 ft) scenes. This chapter, demonstrates a compressive

depth acquisition system for longer range scenes (5 m away). Further, we address the power

consumption constraint in the formulation in this chapter. At long ranges and in mobile

devices, optical power budget is an important consideration in the design of sensing systems.

Typically, highly sensitive detectors reduce the requirement of high active optical illumi-

nation. Examples of such sensors include avalanche photodiodes (APD) that can detect

arrivals of single photons when operated in Geiger mode. However, these sensors are not

easily fabricated in large 2D arrays. Therefore, reducing sensing requirements to a single,

sensitive APD is an important advantage in such scenarios. We demonstrate low power

operation of a compressive depth camera using a single pixel APD for long range scenes of

interest.

The extension of the compressive depth acquisition camera described in this chapter has
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three new contributions from its short range counterpart.

• We demonstrate that it is possible to acquire a 2D depth map of a long range scene

using a single time-resolved detector and no scanning components, with spatial reso-

lution governed by the pixel resolution of the DMD array and the number of sensing

patterns. In this experiment, we place pseudo-randomly chosen binary patterns at

the detector unlike the previous set up which projected illumination patterns. This

demonstrates the operation of the framework under a dual light transport configura-

tion.

• We show that the parametric signal processing used in our computational depth map

reconstruction achieves significantly better range resolution than conventional non-

parametric techniques with the same pulse widths.

• We experimentally validate our depth acquisition technique for typical scene ranges

and object sizes using a low-power, pulsed laser and an APD. We also demonstrate the

effectiveness of our method by imaging objects hidden behind partially-transmissive

occluders, without any prior knowledge about the occluder.

For the rest of this chapter, we will describe the imaging setup, reconstruction process and

present new results. This chapter contains material that also appears in [27]. The author

would like to acknowledge the efforts of collaborators at the University of Rochester who

set up the experiment and provided data.

4.1 Imaging setup and data acquisition

In our imaging setup (see Fig. 4-1), an omnidirectional, pulsed periodic light source illumi-

nates the scene. The illumination unit comprises a function generator that produces 2 ns

square pulses that drive a near-infrared (780 nm) laser diode to illuminate the scene with

2 ns Gaussian pulses with 50 mW peak power and a repetition rate of 10 MHz. Note that

the pulse duration is shorter than the repetition rate of the pulses. Light reflected from the
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Figure 4-1: Compressive depth acquisition setup showing a 2 ns pulsed laser source s(t), a
DMD array with N ×N -pixel resolution, and a single photon-counting detector. For each
sensing pattern, R illumination pulses are used to generate an intensity histogram with
K time bins. This process is repeated for M pseudorandomly-chosen binary patterns and
the M ·K intensity samples are processed using a computational framework that combines
parametric deconvolution with sparsity-enforcing regularization to reconstruct an N × N -
pixel scene depth map.

scene is focused onto a DMD which is then focused onto a single photon-counting detector.

The detector is a cooled APD operating in Geiger mode. When a single photon is absorbed,

the detector outputs a TTL pulse about 10 ns in width, with edge timing resolution of about

300 ps. After a photon is absorbed, the detector then enters a dead time of about 30 ns

during which it is unable to detect photons. To build the histogram of arrival times, we

use a correlating device (Picoquant Timeharp) designed for time-correlated single-photon

counting. The correlator has two inputs: start and stop. The output of the laser pulse

generator is wired to start, and the APD output is wired to stop. The device then measures

differences in arrival times between these two inputs to build up timing histograms over an

acquisition time ta; this acquisition time was different for the two scenes in our experiment.

The pulse repetition rate was 10 MHz. The photon counting mechanism and the process of

measuring the timing histogram are shown in Fig. 4-3. Scenes are set up so that objects

are placed fronto-parallelly between 0.3 m to 2.8 m from the device. Objects are 30 cm-by-
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Figure 4-2: Experimental setup for compressive depth acquisition. (a) Close-up of the
sensing unit showing the optical path of light reflected from the scene. (b) The complete
imaging setup showing the pulsed source and the sensing unit.

30 cm cardboard cut-outs of the letters U and R at distances d1 and d2 respectively. Light

reflected by the scene is imaged onto a DMD through a 10 nm filter centered at 780 nm

with a 38 mm lens focused to infinity with respect to the DMD. We use a D4100 Texas

Instruments DMD that has 1024× 768 individually-addressable micromirrors. Each mirror

can either be “ON” where it retro-reflects light to the APD or “OFF” where it reflects

light away from the detector. Light that is retro-reflected to the APD provides input to the

correlator. For the experiment, we used only 64× 64 pixels of the DMD to collect reflected

light. For each scene we recorded a timing histogram for 2000 patterns; these were 64× 64

pseudorandomly-chosen binary patterns placed on the DMD. The pattern values are chosen

uniformly at random to be either 0 or 1.

4.2 Signal modeling and depth map reconstruction

4.2.1 Parametric response of fronto-parallel facets

Consider a piecewise-planar scene comprising two fronto-parallel objects as shown in Fig. 4-

1. When an omnidirectional pulsed source illuminates the scene, the signal r(t) received at

the single time-resolved photodetector is the convolution of a parametric signal p(t) with the
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Figure 4-3: The process of generating a timing histogram. (top) For a fixed DMD pattern,
scene illumination with the first pulse results in a low photon flux with a Poisson distributed
photon arrival. The APD + correlator combination records the time of arrival of these
photons with a 38 ps accuracy and increments the photon count in the respective time bins.
(bottom) This counting process is repeated for R pulses and the entire intensity profile is
generated.

pulse shape s(t). The parametric signal p(t) comprises time-shifted returns corresponding

to the objects at depths d1 and d2. The returns from each object are highly concentrated in

time because the scene is in far-field and the object dimensions are small compared to the

distances d1 and d2. Thus, the parametric signal p(t) is completely characterized by four

parameters: the locations and amplitudes of the two peaks. (For complete scene response

modeling we refer the reader to [26]). The problem of recovering these signal parameters

from the discrete samples of r(t), a lowpass filtered version of p(t), is a canonical finite rate

of innovation (FRI) sampling problem [48]. Note that the parameters of the scene response

p(t) only furnish information about the depth ranges present in the scene; they convey no

information about the object shapes and their positions in the field-of-view of the imaging
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Figure 4-4: Depth map reconstruction algorithm. The intensity samples ri[n] acquired for
each binary pattern Ci are first processed using parametric deconvolution to recover scene
response pi[n]. The positions of peak amplitudes in pi[n] provide depth estimates, d1 and d2,
and the amplitudes are used to recover the spatial structure of the depth map (i.e. the depth
masks I1 and I2) at these depth locations. The spatial resolution is recovered by a convex
program that enforces gradient-domain sparsity and includes a robustness constraint.

device.

4.2.2 Shape and transverse position recovery

The next step is to obtain the shapes of objects and their transverse positions in the depth

map. A single patterned return only provides depth information. However, when repeated

for multiple pseudorandomly-chosen binary patterns, we find that the the heights of the

peaks in the returned signal contribute useful information that help identify object shape.

Note that the depth map D is a weighted combination of the two depth masks I1 and I2,

i.e., D = d1I
1 + d2I

2 [26]. Each binary-valued depth mask identifies the positions in the

scene where the associated depth is present, thereby identifying the shape and transverse

position of the object present at that depth. Having estimated d1 and d2 using parametric

recovery of the signal p(t), the problem of estimating I1 and I2 is a linear inverse problem.

This is because the amplitude of the signal at the time instances corresponding to depths

d1 and d2 is equal to the inner product of the DMD pattern C with the depth masks I1 and

I2 respectively. Furthermore, the assumption that the scene is fronto-parallel translates to
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the Laplacian of the depth map being sparse. Hence, we may possibly recover I1 and I2

using far fewer patterns, M , than the number of pixels N2.

For each pattern Ci, i = 1, . . . ,M , the digital samples of the received signal, ri[n], are

processed using the parametric deconvolution framework to obtain the amplitudes of the

recovered parametric signals pi[n] corresponding to the inner products y1
i = 〈Ci, I

1〉 and

y2
i = 〈Ci, I

2〉. This data can be compactly represented using the linear system

[y1 y2]︸ ︷︷ ︸
M×2

= C︸︷︷︸
M×N2

[vec(I1) vec(I2)]︸ ︷︷ ︸
N2×2

.

This is an underdetermined system of linear equations because M � N2. But, since the

Laplacian of the depth map D is sparse, we can potentially solve for good estimates of the

depth masks I1 and I2 using the sparsity-enforcing joint optimization framework outlined

in the next section.

4.2.3 Depth map reconstruction

We propose the following optimization program for recovering the depth masks I1 and I2

and hence, the depth map D from the observations [y1 y2]:

OPT: min
D

∥∥∥[y1 y2]−C[vec(I1) vec(I2)]
∥∥∥2

F
+
∥∥(Φ⊗ ΦT

)
D
∥∥

1

subject to

I0
k` + I1

k` + I2
k` = 1, for all (k, `),

D = d1I
1 + d2I

2,

andI0
k`, I

1
k`, I

2
k` ∈ {0, 1}, k, ` = 1, . . . , N.

I0
k` is the depth mask corresponding to the portions of the scene that did not contribute to

the returned signal. Here the Frobenius matrix norm squared ‖.‖2F is the sum-of-squares of
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the matrix entries, the matrix Φ is the second-order finite difference operator matrix

Φ =


1 −2 1 0 · · · 0

0 1 −2 1 · · · 0
...

...
. . .

. . .
. . .

...

0 · · · 0 1 −2 1

 ,

and ⊗ is the standard Kronecker product for matrices. The number of nonzero entries

(the “`0 pseudonorm”) is difficult to use because it is nonconvex and not robust to small

perturbations; the `1 norm is a suitable proxy with many optimality properties [44]. The

problem OPT combines the above objective with maintaining fidelity with the measured

data by keeping
∥∥∥[y1 y2]−C[vec(I1) vec(I2)]

∥∥∥2

F
small. The constraints I0

k`, I
1
k`, I

2
k` ∈ {0, 1}

and I0
k` + I1

k` + I2
k` = 1 for all (k, `) are a mathematical rephrasing of the fact that each

point in the depth map has a single depth value, so different depth values cannot be assigned

to one position (k, `). The constraint D = d1I
1 + d2I

2 expresses how the depth map is

constructed from the index maps. While the optimization problem OPT already contains

a convex relaxation in its use of ‖Φ D‖1, it is nevertheless computationally intractable

because of the integrality constraints I0
k`, I

1
k`, I

2
k` ∈ {0, 1}. We further relax this constraint

to I0
k`, I

1
k`, I

2
k` ∈ [0, 1] to yield a tractable formulation. We also show in Section 4.3 that this

relaxation allows us to account for partially-transmissive objects in our scenes. We solved

the convex optimization problem with the relaxed integrality constraint using CVX, a package

for specifying and solving convex programs [70]. Note that this approach solves a single

optimization problem and does not use range gating. Techniques employed by [47] assume

knowledge of ranges of interest a priori and solve a CS-style optimization problem per range

of interest. In the next section we discuss our experimental prototype and computational

reconstruction results.
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a b c d e f

Figure 4-5: Reconstruction results. (a) Scene setup. (b), (c), and (d) Depth masks I1 and
I2 and the background mask I0 reconstructed using 500 patterns. (e) and (f) Depth masks
reconstructed using 2000 patterns.

4.3 Experimental results

In this section, we discuss constructions of depth maps of two scenes using varying number

of measurements, M . The first scene (see Fig. 4-5) has two cardboard cut-outs of the letters

U, R placed at 1.75 m and 2.1 m respectively from the imaging setup. Depths are identified

from the time-shifted peaks in the timing histogram. Recovery of spatial correspondences

proceeds as described in Section 4.2.2. We solve a single optimization problem to recover

depth masks corresponding to each object. In Fig. 4-5 b-f, we see depth masks for our first

experimental scene (Fig. 4-5 a) for different numbers of total patterns used. At 500 patterns

(12% of the total number of pixels), we can clearly identify the objects in depth masks I1,

I2 (Fig. 4-5 b, c) with only some background noise; we also see the background depth

mask corresponding to regions that do not contribute any reflected returns (see Fig. 4-5 d).

Using 2000 patterns (48.8% of the total number of pixels) almost completely mitigates any

background noise while providing accurate a depth map (Fig. 4-5 e, f).

Imaging scenes with unknown transmissive occluders. In the second scene we

consider a combination of transmissive and opaque objects and attempt to recover a depth

map. The scene is shown in Fig. 4-6 a. Note that the burlap placed at 1.4 m from the

imaging device completely fills the field of view. A 2D image of the scene reveals only the

burlap. However, located at 2.1 m from the imaging device are cardboard cut-outs of U and

R – both at the same depth. These objects are completely occluded in the 2D reflectance

image. Also seen in Fig. 4-6 is a timing histogram acquired with acquisition time ta = 4 s.
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Figure 4-6: Occluded scene imaging. (a) Setup for the scene occluded with a partially-
transmissive burlap; the shapes U and R are at the same depth. (b) and (c) Reconstructed
depth masks for burlap and scene using 500 patterns; (d) and (e) using 2000 patterns. Note
that no prior knowledge about the occluder was required for these reconstructions.

The histogram shows that the burlap contributes a much larger reflected signal (12 times

stronger) than the contribution of the occluded objects. Figs. 4-6 b, c show depth masks

I1, I2 for the burlap and occluded objects respectively for 500 patterns while Figs. 4-6 d, e

show depth masks obtained using 2000 patterns. The reconstruction of the depth map in

the presence of a transmissive occluder is possible because of the relaxation of the integrality

constraint.

High range resolution with slower detectors. When planar facets are separated by

distances that correspond to time differences greater than the pulse width of the source,

the time shift information can be trivially separated. The more challenging case is when

facets are closely spaced or there are large number of distinct facets. A detailed analysis

of these cases for recovering depth information can be found in [26]. However, in this work

we focus on well-separated fronto-parallel planar facets. We briefly address the case where

our scenes are illuminated by a system with longer source pulse width. This results in

time shift information from planar facets bleeding into each other, that is, peaks that are

not well separated in the returned signal. The use of a parametric signal modeling and
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Figure 4-7: Depth map reconstruction with simulated scene response to longer source pulse
width. We simulate poor temporal resolution by lowpass filtering the captured intensity
profiles so that the Gaussian pulses overlap and interfere with the signal amplitudes. The ef-
fectiveness of the parametric deconvolution technique is demonstrated by accurate recovery
of the depth map.
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recovery framework [67] enables us to achieve high depth resolution relative to the speed of

the sampling at the photodetector. We demonstrate this through simulating longer source

pulse width by smearing the timing histograms to correspond to a source four times as slow

as the source in the experiments.

Additionally, we address the case of recovering depth information when the pulse width of

the source is longer than the time-difference corresponding to the minimum distance between

objects. Techniques such as those implemented in [47] will fail to resolve depth values from

a returned signal that suffers interference of information between nearby objects. Achieving

range resolution higher than that possible with inherent source bandwidth limitations is an

important contribution made possible by the parametric recovery process introduced in this

work.

4.4 Summary

We have described a depth acquisition system that can be easily and compactly assembled

with off-the-shelf components. It uses parametric signal processing to estimate range infor-

mation followed by a sparsity-enforcing reconstruction to recover the spatial structure of

the depth map.

LIDAR systems require N2 measurements to acquire an N ×N -pixel depth map by raster

scanning and TOF camera requires N2. Our framework shows that measurements (or

patterns), M , as low as 12% of the total number of pixels, N2, provide a reasonable recon-

struction of a depth map. This is achieved by modeling the reflected scene response as a

parametric signal with a finite rate of innovation [67] and combining this with compressed

sensing-style reconstruction. Existing TOF cameras and LIDAR techniques do not use the

sparsity inherent in scene structure to achieve savings in number of sensors or scanning

pixels.

We also achieve high range resolution by obtaining depth information through parametric

deconvolution of the returned signal. In comparison LIDAR and TOF that do not leverage

the parametric nature of the reflected signal are limited in range resolution by inherent
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source pulse width, i.e., the use of a longer pulse width would make it infeasible to recover

depth information and hence spatial information correctly. The compressive LIDAR frame-

work in [47] is also limited in range resolution by the source-detector bandwidths, that is,

the use of a source with longer pulse width would make it challenging to resolve depth

information and hence spatial correspondences correctly.

The processing framework introduced in this chapter solves a single optimization problem

to reconstruct depth maps. In contrast, the previous systems such as the system demon-

strated in [47] relies on gating the returned signals in a priori known range intervals and

hence solves as many optimization problems as there are depths of interest in the scene. Con-

sequently, direct limitations are lack of scalability in the presence of increasing depth values

and inaccuracies introduced by insufficient knowledge of range intervals. Additionally, the

robustness constraint used in our optimization problem is also key to jointly reconstructing

the depth map using a single optimization problem to recover a depth map with a smaller

number of patterns.

Our experiments acquire depth maps of real-world scenes in terms of object sizes and

distances. The work presented in [26] focused on objects of smaller dimensions (less than

10 cm) and at shorter ranges (less than 20 cm). The experiments in this chapter are

conducted at longer ranges (up to 2.1 m from the imaging device) with no assumptions

on scene reflectivity and more importantly at low light levels. We also address the case

when transmissive occluders are present in the scene. In [26], illumination patterns were

projected on to the scene with a spatial light modulator. When these patterns are projected

at longer distances they suffer distortions arising from interference. The setup described in

this chapter uses patterns at the detector thereby implicitly resolving the aforementioned

challenge in patterned illumination.

4.4.1 Limitations

Performance analysis for our acquisition technique entails analysis of the dependence of ac-

curacy of depth recovery and spatial resolution on the number of patterns, scene complexity
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and temporal bandwidth. While the optimization problems bear some similarity to stan-

dard compressed sensing problems, existing theory does not apply directly. This is because

the amplitude data for spatial recovery is obtained after the scene depths are estimated in

step 1 which is a nonlinear estimation step. The behavior of this nonlinear step in presence

of noise is an open question even in the signal processing community. Moreover, quanti-

fying the relationship between the scene complexity and the number of patterns needed

for accurate depth map formation is a challenging problem. Analogous problems in the

compressed sensing literature are addressed without taking into account the dependence

on acquisition parameters; in our active acquisition system, illumination levels certainly

influence the spatial reconstruction quality as a function of the number of measurements.

Analysis of trade-offs between acquisition time involved with multiple spatial patterns for

the single-sensor architecture and parallel capture using a 2D array of sensors (as in time-of-

flight cameras) is a question for future investigation. The main advantage of our proposed

system is in acquiring high resolution depth maps where fabrication limitations make 2D

sensor arrays intractable.
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Chapter 5

Mime: Low-Power Mobile 3D

Sensing

This chapter focuses on three dimensional sensing with a new set of constraints. We aim to

reduce computation and hardware overheads, and integrate sensing with mobile use cases.

We take an application-specific approach to sensing – specifically our application domain

of interest is the use of touchless hand gestures in mobile devices. Our context of mobile

devices includes battery powered devices that have limited touch display size – handheld

smart phones, tablets and wearables such as watches and glasses. Existing state-of-the-art

3D sensors cannot be embedded in mobile platforms because of their prohibitive power

requirements, bulky form factor, and hardware footprint. The computationally intensive

depth acquisition techniques and experiments described in Chapters 3 and 4 present an

additional hardware overhead of a projector-like device. Moreover, for application specific

sensing with direct implications to the user interface of a mobile device, we are interested in

understanding supported mobile use cases. For this purpose, real-time sensing is an impor-

tant performance metric. This chapter focuses on developing a real-time sensing framework

while meeting the aforementioned mobile constraints. It differs from the computationally

intensive problem in Chapters 3 and 4 in important ways:

• Spatial patterning: Previous work has used spatially-patterned illumination with a
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piezoelectric spatial light modulator (SLM) [26] or spatially-patterned measurement

with a digital micromirror device (DMD) [72] to obtain transverse spatial resolution.

Here, we require neither an SLM nor a DMD.

• Far-field assumption: The mathematical model in Chapters 3 and 4 employs a far-field

assumption that is valid for planar facets that occupy a small fraction of the sensor

field-of-view (FOV). This simplifies the parametric form of the impulse response to a

sum of trapezoidal functions. Here, the challenges of dealing with the more general

form of the scene impulse response are considered.

By avoiding the use of an SLM or DMD, we greatly reduce the hardware cost and size.

Outline

The rest of this chapter will introduce the compact, low-power, application specific sensor,

Mime. We will expose the design considerations and constraints derived from our appli-

cations of interest in Section 5.1 followed by a technical overview, comparison of technical

differences with existing sensing approaches (Section 5.2). Section 5.3 discusses the 3D

localization problem formulation and solution while Section 5.5 describes the hardware im-

plementation. We also present a summary of performance evaluation in Section 5.6 and

gesture recognition capabilities (Section 5.7). Preliminary interaction techniques are pre-

sented in Section 7.2 which will build the foundation for details in Chapter 7. This chapter

contains material that also appears in [28].

5.1 Design considerations

Mobile devices in various form factors have become our best digital swiss army tool; users

can perform a wide variety of computing and communication tasks through these devices.

Currently, touch-screen input is the primary interaction modality for smart devices which re-

quire a display no matter how small. Recently, head mounted displays (HMDs) have gained
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widespread attention in anticipation of the launch of several consumer-priced units such as

Google Glass1 and Oculus Rift.2 Historically, hand-held, point-and-click controllers [73],

one-handed keyboards like the Twiddler [74], and voice commands [75] have been the pri-

mary modes of interaction with HMDs.

Flat screen touch interfaces do not fully take advantage of human dexterity. Touch indeed

has its own set of inherent limitations – it requires the user to be in constant contact with

the device, touching the screen for input occludes the display, and even simple tasks like

menu navigation require tedious, repetitive actions. Equipping users with better input

tools for more complex and visually demanding tasks will be important in enabling new

applications and making the interaction experience more intuitive and efficient. Further, in

the realm of wearable devices, joysticks and keypad controllers are external to the HMD unit;

these hand-held controllers are often inconvenient and undesirable in free-form interaction

scenarios and mobile settings. Voice-activated control offers limited input functionality, its

accuracy greatly varies from user to user and depends on ambient noise levels. Voice input

also raises user-privacy concerns when used in public spaces.

Short range 3D gestural control meets several of the aforementioned challenges and lim-

itations in touch interfaces and wearable device input techniques. An input technology

intended for mobile handheld or wearable device control and interaction should ideally

possesses the following characteristics:

• Technical: High accuracy, low power, low latency, small size, daylight insensitivity,

and robust performance in cluttered, noisy and fast-changing environments.

• User experience: Interacting with the device should be intuitive and should not

induce fatigue upon prolonged use. The input device must be able to support both

motion- and position-controlled gestures in 2D and 3D.

• User convenience: The sensor should be embedded within the device to enable

unencumbered user interaction. The user should not be required to wear markers [24]

or external sensors [22,25] or carry additional touch pads.

1Project Glass. www.google.com/glass
2Oculus VR. www.oculusvr.com
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Figure 5-1: Mime combines a new TOF sensor for precise 3D tracking with RGB-image
based gesture recognition.

To meet these constraints, we introduce Mime – a compact, low-power 3D sensor for short-

range and single-handed gestural control of mobile and wearable devices. Mime provides

fast and accurate 3D gesture sensing. The sensor’s performance derives from a novel signal

processing pipeline that combines low-power time-of-flight (TOF) sensing for 3D hand-

motion tracking with RGB image-based computer vision algorithms for shape-based gestural

control (see Fig. 5-1).

The Mime sensor is built using off-the-shelf hardware and is easily reproducible. As shown in

Fig. 5-2, it comprises three unfocused, baseline-separated photodiodes; an omnidirectional,

pulsed light-emitting diode (LED); and a standard RGB camera. Mime can be embedded

in the HMD unit, mobile phone or tablet, or attached as a peripheral, thereby eliminating

the need for markers, hand-worn sensors, or mobile controllers.

5.2 Technical overview and comparison

In this section, we briefly overview Mime operation and highlight key technical distinctions

from RGB cameras and depth sensors used in HMD input and control.
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Figure 5-2: The battery powered Mime sensor prototype.

5.2.1 Operation and assumptions

The Mime hardware comprises two modules:

1. A low-power time-of-flight triangulation module built using a pulsed LED and a linear

array of three photodiodes.

2. A standard RGB camera module.

Mime operates by first using TOF triangulation for accurately localizing the 3D hand posi-

tion in the sensor field-of-view (FOV) (see Fig. 5-3a). This is based on assuming interaction

with a single hand in the sensor FOV which produces a sharply-localized return time pulse.

This is not unreasonable since, in typical interaction scenarios, a user does not have objects

in close proximity to his or her head – other than possibly a smooth surface like a wall,

which results in a smooth temporal response and does not disrupt hand localization.

Once this region of interest (ROI) is identified, the corresponding RGB image patch is

processed to obtain detailed hand gesture information using well-known computer vision

techniques (see Fig. 5-3b).
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(a) (b)

Figure 5-3: The signal processing pipeline for Mime. (a). The scene is illuminated using
a pulsed LED and the backscattered light is time-sampled using 3 photodiodes. The time
samples are processed using a maximum likelihood estimation framework to acquire 3D
hand coordinates. (b) These coordinates are further used to identify a region-of-interest in
the RGB image, and process it to recognize hand gestures.

Mime is intended for short-range gesture sensing with a 0 − 4 ft working range. This is

adequate for close-to-body interaction, and essential for avoiding fatigue upon prolonged

use.

5.2.2 Key technical distinctions

Hybrid RGB and TOF sensing: RGB image-based gesture input – including stereo

methods – uses compact, low-power and ubiquitous 2D cameras; however, it is inaccurate,

unreliable, and quickly fails in cluttered environments containing objects of different shape,

color, and texture. In contrast, gesture recognition using depth cameras is robust and

accurate even in complex scenes; however, 3D sensors that use active illumination are power

intensive, sensitive to daylight, and require large heat sinks, and hence they currently are

not used in mobile devices.
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Mime is neither a general-purpose depth camera nor an RGB image-based computer vision

system. It combines the advantages of RGB image-based techniques for gesture control and

TOF-based 3D sensing while mitigating their respective disadvantages at the expense of

generality.

Application-specific sensing: Mime is an application-specific sensor – it is only intended

for single-handed gestural interaction. It sacrifices generality of use to simultaneously satisfy

performance criteria (high precision and low latency) and technical constraints (low power

and compact form factor). Thus, like the Leap Motion Controller and Digits [22], Mime is

developed around the design philosophy of sacrificing generality for performance or power.

Disrupting the computer vision pipeline: The conventional vision pipeline involves

capturing a full-resolution color image or depth map using a 2D sensor array, followed

by processing it to identify and extract features of interest. Mime disrupts this standard

processing pipeline for the specific problem of single-handed 3D gestural recognition. Mime

directly senses the feature of interest, i.e., the 3D hand position, using a three-pixel TOF

sensor. It further uses this 3D information to identify and process an ROI in the RGB

image to extract finer features like orientations of fingers. In essence, Mime uses coarse

3D information to improve the accuracy and robustness of traditional RGB image-based

gestural recognition by rejecting outliers and false positives.

Depth super-resolution: Mime’s novel TOF signal processing framework achieves precise

3D localization and accurate range resolution relative to hardware specifications. The key

step in this processing pipeline is 3D triangulation. To achieve fine range resolution relative

to working range, conventional TOF-based triangulation systems require a combination of

very short pulses, a large baseline, and an array with large number of detectors. Mime has

a small baseline of 5 − 7 cm compared with the working range of 0 − 1.2 m; it also uses a

broad light pulse and a matched photodetector with pulse width of 200 nanoseconds, and

a sub-Nyquist sampling bandwidth of 5 MHz. Despite these low hardware specifications,

Mime achieves centimeter-accurate 3D localization. This super-resolution is made possible

through physically-accurate signal modeling and novel processing detailed later.

Daylight insensitivity: Like other mobile devices, smart wearables are intended to be
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used both indoors and outdoors. Strong ambient light (such as daylight) causes structured

light sensors like Kinect or Leap Motion Controller to completely fail, and it significantly

degrades the performance of TOF cameras even though they have background cancellation

technology [3]. Moreover, mobile devices use involves constantly-changing light conditions,

to which the aforementioned devices are sensitive as well. Mime’s signal processing only

makes use of high-frequency information, enabling it to be robust to daylight and light

fluctuations by rejecting low-frequency ambient light.

5.2.3 Comparisons with Mime

Fig. 5-4 shows the accuracy vs. power trade-offs comparing Mime with other real-time

sensors useful for HMD interaction that are compact and enable unencumbered interaction.

Compared with these other sensing modalities, Mime offers fast and precise 3D gesture

sensing at low power.

Unencumbered input is an important user interface design consideration for practical ap-

plications and daily use cases. Fig. 5-5 compares Mime with other input techniques on

performance vs. encumbrance axes. Along with other 3D gestural control techniques, Mime

offers high performance and unencumbered interaction, with the added advantage of being

embedded in the bezel of the HMD unit.

5.3 Mime time-of-flight module for 3D hand localization

We now describe Mime’s signal processing pipeline, which is based on parametric modeling

of scene response described in Chapter 3. The first step is the estimation of 3D hand

position using time-resolved measurements.

Localization setup: As shown in Fig. 5-6, there are three baseline-separated photodiodes,

D1, D2 and D3, with a total baseline length L. An incoherent, near infrared (NIR), pulsed

light source, S, with repetition period T is co-located at the origin with D2. The light

source and photodiodes are omnidirectional and lack spatial resolution.
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Figure 5-4: Accuracy vs. power comparison for compact, real-time HMD input technologies.
The red dots denote devices with high daylight sensitivity, and green dots denote devices
that operate under strong ambient light.

Figure 5-5: Performance vs. encumbrance comparison for HMD input technologies.
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Figure 5-6: The Mime TOF sensing setup indicating the system variables and the geometric
arrangements.

The user’s hand, denoted by H, is considered to be a diffuse reflector with reflectivity ρ at

unknown coordinates (xh, yh, zh). For numerical reasons, we find it convenient to operate

in spherical coordinates (Rh, θh, φh) rather than Cartesian coordinates. We denote the

maximum range by Rmax, so 0 ≤ Rh ≤ Rmax. Since Mime is a front-facing sensor, we also

have 0 ≤ θh, φh ≤ π. The placement of light source and sensors on a horizontal line creates

two-fold vertical symmetry (i.e., even symmetry around φ = π/2).

The hand is effectively modeled as a point source since temporal variations attributed to

reflected light coming from different regions of H are at high frequencies relative to Mime’s

low system bandwidth and sub-Nyquist sampling rate.

The outputs of the photodiodes are digitized with a sampling period Ts. The analog-to-

digital converters and LED pulsing are synchronized to measure absolute time delays.

Signal modeling: Denote the illumination pulse shape by s(t). The light backscattered by

the user’s hand is incident at the photodiodes. Let li(t) denote the scene impulse response

from the source to photodiode i for i = 1, 2, 3. Using Lambert’s law for diffuse reflectors we
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have

li(t) =
ρ

4π2‖HS‖2‖DiH‖2
s

(
t− ‖HS‖+ ‖DiH‖

c

)
+ b,

where ‖ · ‖ denotes the Euclidean distance between two points in 3D space, c denotes the

speed of light, and b is the contribution due to sunlight or other ambient light sources. Note

that we have not included the effect of the cosine factor from Lambert’s law because the

change in perceived luminance is dominated by radial fall-off.

Sampling and background rejection: Let h(t) denote the impulse response of the

three identical photodiodes. We apply an analog notch filter with impulse response f(t) at

the output of the photodiode to filter out background signal at low frequencies (less than

100 Hz). The digital samples measured with sampling period Ts are

ri[n] =
ρ

4π2‖HS‖2‖DiH‖2
g

(
nTs −

‖HS‖+ ‖DiH‖
c

)
,

n = 1, . . . , N = bT/Tsc, where g(t) = f(t) ∗ h(t) ∗ s(t).

Size, shape, orientation, and skin color of human hands: The reflectivity ρ includes

the effects of both skin color and geometric parameters. Mime uses a fixed value of ρ

obtained through calibration rather than an estimated value. The color factor is approx-

imately constant because the illumination is at NIR wavelength [76]. The use of a single

value of ρ despite variations in geometry is supported experimentally; radial falloff is the

dominant cause of signal attenuation and a fixed value of ρ was sufficient to achieve de-

sirable 3D localization performance irrespective of the variability in hand sizes and shape

changes during gestural interaction. We also found that Mime’s 3D localization accuracy

decreases for small hands, simply because of decrease in signal-to-noise ratio (SNR).

Maximum likelihood (ML) hand localization: Given ρ, L, s(t), T , Ts, and the 3N

noisy data samples {ri[n]}Nn=1, i = 1, 2, 3, we would like to estimate the 3D hand position

(Rh, θh, φh). We assume the noise is additive Gaussian, yielding a nonlinear least square

estimation problem.

(R̂h, θ̂h, φ̂h) = arg min
P=(R,θ,φ)

3∑
i=1

N∑
n=1

ri[n]−
ρ g
(
nTs − ‖PS‖+‖DiP‖

c

)
4π2‖PS‖2‖DiP‖2


2
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R = 0.1 m R = 0.3 m R∗ = 0.46 m R = 0.6 m

Figure 5-7: Slices of the 3D likelihood function for four values of radial distance R when the
true value is R∗ = 0.46 m. Parameters from the hardware prototype are used: illumination
by a Gaussian pulse with duration 200 ns, baseline 2L = 10 cm, Ts = 30 ns, T = 100 µs,
and SNR = 20 dB.

The hand position that minimizes the cost function is chosen as the estimate. This mini-

mization is implemented using gradient descent in spherical coordinates that is initialized

using a minimization on a coarse grid; we found the use of spherical coordinates to lead to

a simpler cost function with fewer local minima. To further speed up computation, we keep

track of previous estimates using a fast Kalman tracker; the estimates from the Kalman

tracker are used to narrow the grid search.

Note here that even in the noiseless case, the problem is degenerate because of two-fold

vertical symmetry. This appears as symmetry in constant-radius slices of the likelihood

function, as shown in Fig. 5-7. The degeneracy could be alleviated by adding a fourth

photodiode at an off-axis location. Instead, we resolve this degeneracy by using the RGB

camera to check for the presence of human hand in the ROI corresponding to the two

degenerate solutions. Aside from the two-fold symmetry, fine vertical resolution is achievable

even though the light source and sensors lie on a horizontal line.

The estimated 3D coordinate could lie anywhere on the hand surface, depending on the

hand shape, position, and gesture. While this may seem a limitation, the position within

the hand remains stable through hand motions, so the gesture identification and tracking

performance is not affected.

Comparison with classical source localization: Conventional source localization based

on TOF measurements using a detector array is solely based on time delay estimation; it

does not incorporate any target reflectivity information. This is important because the
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target reflectivity is typically unknown, and inaccurate models or estimates for ρ introduce

large errors in position estimation. First the samples ri[n] are used to estimate time delay or

light path length, ‖PS‖+‖DiP‖, at each detector. Then, the individual delay estimates are

used for 3D coordinate estimation using triangulation. It is well known that the estimation

accuracy depends on system bandwidth, baseline, working range and SNR [77]. Mime’s TOF

processing pipeline achieves better localization accuracy by exploiting target reflectivity

rather than discarding it. Incorporating a physically-accurate reflectivity model in the ML

solution framework improves 3D position estimation accuracy.

Next, we discuss how the acquired 3D hand coordinates are used with RGB image-based

gestural recognition.

5.4 Region of interest RGB-image processing

The camera embedded in the HMD unit captures an RGB image of the scene in front of

the user. This image alone may be used for hand gesture recognition using well-known

computer vision techniques [78], but this approach has two problems: it does not possess

range or depth information required for 3D gestures, and it has poor practical performance.

Real-world scenes are complex and contain objects of various shapes, textures and colors

which cause the conventional methods to fail.

Mime uses a RGB camera whose FOV is registered with the TOF sensor’s FOV. Instead of

processing the entire image to identify hand gestures, Mime uses the 3D hand coordinates

to first select an ROI in the RGB image and then applies gesture recognition algorithms.

Specifically, the ROI data is processed using skin color segmentation, followed by shape

recognition, feature extraction, and gesture recognition using a trained SVM classifier [78].

Mime’s approach of fusing the 3D information with RGB data via ROI identification is

simple, yet powerful. It has two major advantages over traditional RGB gesture sensing:

it significantly reduces false positives to drastically improve the robustness and accuracy of

computer vision techniques, and computation overhead is reduced since only a small portion
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of the image needs to be processed to extract gestural information. In our prototype, the

ROI window size is chosen based on the range value, Rh. Closer objects occupy larger pixel

area in the 2D camera’s FOV and therefore require a larger ROI window.

In the next few sections, we discuss the hardware implementation, calibration, gesture

sensing and experiments to validate performance.

5.5 Hardware implementation

The Mime sensor – shown schematically in Fig. 5-8 – is built using the following off-the-shelf

optoelectronic components:
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Figure 5-8: Mime data acquisition pipeline showing the system parameters and hardware
components.

Light source: Our illumination source is a high-speed NIR (850 nm wavelength) LED with

high peak power from OSRAM semiconductor (SFH 4236). The LED has half angle of 20◦

with diffusion of 90◦ over the range of interest and is eye safe. We pulse this LED using a

laser diode driver from Maxim with high-peak current. High peak power leads to high SNR,

and therefore we require less averaging via repeated pulsing. We use a low pulse repetition
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frequency of 10 KHz and a pulse width of 200 ns with a rise time of 70 ns (modulation

bandwidth ≈ 5 MHz).

Photodiodes: We use fast PIN silicon photodiodes from Thorlabs (part no. FDS100) with

a rise time of 50− 70 ns (typical). The photodiode output is filtered using an analog notch

filter to reject low frequency, followed by signal amplification using a Maxim low-noise

amplifier (MAX 3806).

Sampling: We used a low-jitter 4-channel USB oscilloscope with a built-in function gener-

ator (PicoScope model 6404b) for sampling the amplified light signal and also to generate

the sync signal to measure absolute time delays. We also use a scope bandwidth of 5 MHz

(sub-Nyquist compared with pulse modulation) and a sampling period of Ts = 30 ns.

The Mime sensor was implemented in a compact form factor with careful circuit design.

The sensor was mounted on a pair of Vuzix smart glasses that has a full-FOV see-through

display for both eyes and a built-in RGB camera.

5.5.1 Calibration

FOV registration: We registered the FOVs of the RGB camera and the TOF sensor in

the transverse or x− y plane by tracking the user’s finger in a clutter-free setup using both

modalities. Using the x − y coordinates generated by the RGB image-based and Mime’s

TOF sensor, we computed the rigid body transformation (rotation and translation) using

point cloud registration algorithms [78].

System impulse response: The system impulse response g(t) was measured by directly

illuminating the photodiodes with the pulsed LED, sampling the output signal finely, and

applying parametric curve fitting. We observed that our system response is approximated

well by a Gaussian pulse shape.

Hand reflectivity: We estimated ρ empirically by measuring the photocurrent amplitude

under strong diffuse NIR illumination to eliminate the effect of radial fall-off. To achieve

this, we conducted this measurement in a dark room to eliminate background, and set the
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Figure 5-9: Radial fall-off dominates signal amplitude. The responses detected at a pho-
todiode for a fixed hand position and varying hand gestures are very similar. This enables
Mime to achieve robust 3D hand localization for different skin colors and gesture shapes.

LED in a high-power continuous illumination mode. Also, as shown in Fig. 5-9, the radial

fall-off dominates the signal amplitude over the hand reflectivity and surface area.

5.6 Performance evaluation

Localization accuracy and resolution: For gestural control applications, sensing changes

in hand position is critical. We tested resolution, defined as the ability to detect small

changes in hand position as it moves across the sensor FOV. Fig. 5-10 shows plots of the

data captured at two close hand positions. Although the variation in data is noticeable, it

is still small. But using the ML estimation framework discussed earlier, Mime is able to

successfully resolve this challenging resolution test case. Fig. 5-10 also demonstrates the

two-fold vertical symmetry in our system – the responses from the top and bottom halves

are identical. The symmetry is resolved using the RGB camera. Adding a fourth, off-axis

sensor would also allow us to resolve the ambiguity.

Daylight insensitivity: In Fig. 5-11, we show outdoor hand tracking in bright daylight.

The depth is coded in the color and size of the tracked squares. Mime’s accuracy and

frame rates remain unaffected using our hardware-based low-frequency rejection. Notice

the accurate performance despite the presence of pedestrians in the camera’s FOV.

Power and working range: The bulk of the power in a system with active illumination

is consumed by the light source. Mime’s TOF illumination unit consumes 25 mW and
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Left Up Up shifted Right Down

Figure 5-10: Sensor data visualization for varying hand positions. The red, green, and blue
curves are the responses at the left, center, and right photodiode, respectively. Note that
the sensor closest to the hand has the strongest response and least time shift. The Mime
sensor has a vertical symmetry – the responses corresponding to Up and Down positions
are very similar despite a large hand displacement. However, in the top and bottom vertical
halves, Mime achieves perfect localization as demonstrated by significant changes in detected
response as the hand moves from the Up to the Up shifted positions.

Figure 5-11: Mime operation in strong sunlight conditions.

the three amplified photodiodes require a total of 20 mW. Greater working ranges require

stronger illumination and hence more device power. For the same working range of 4 ft,

PMD’s depth camera consumes 3.5 W, compared with the Mime TOF module’s 45 mW total

power budget. Such low powers make Mime an ideal candidate for mobile implementations.

The mobile RGB camera consumes an additional 75 mW.

Latency: The Mime TOF system (data acquisition, transfer to memory, and computation)

achieves a latency of 8−10 ms, which translates to 3D localization at more than 100 frames

per second (fps) (see supplementary video). When integrated with the RGB camera, the

overall frame rate is limited by image capture operating at 30 fps.

Using the Mime sensor, we implemented a number of motion-activated and shape-based

gestures.
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5.7 Gesture sensing using Mime

Gestures using 3D motion tracking: Mime’s 3-pixel TOF sensor accurately captures

3D hand position at high frame rates. We track user’s hand movement over time and

implement several motion-controlled gestures using Mime’s TOF module alone. These are

swipe (left-to-right, up-to-down), point-and-click, zoom in and out using depth, circle and

arc gestures (see Fig. 5-12 and supplementary video). To verify repeatability, we asked 3

users with different hand sizes to test each motion gesture implemented using our prototype.

Mime achieved at least 95% detection accuracy and less than 3% false positive rates for all

implemented motion gestures. Extensive user evaluation is a subject of future work.

circle point-and-click swipe zoom in-out

Figure 5-12: Motion-controlled gestures implemented using only the 3D coordinate data
acquired by Mime’s TOF sensor.

Shape-based gestures using RGB+3D data fusion: Using the RGB+3D fusion ap-

proach, Mime adds finer shape-based gestural control. By capturing finger arrangements,

we implement gestures like holding fingers in an L-shape to take a picture, C-shape for

crop, the OK gesture and thumbs-up (see Fig. 7-4). We also note that Mime does not

acquire a complete 3D hand model, as is captured by Leap Motion Controller or Digits [22].

Compared with these sensors, Mime supports fewer 3D gestures and has reduced accuracy;

however, it also consumes less power and is not encumbering.

The performance of gesture recognition using 2D color images is well studied [51]. These

methods work accurately in the absence of clutter, which causes outliers and false positives.

In Mime’s processing framework, such outliers are rejected using the 3D and 2D data fusion

approach described earlier, thereby leading to an overall increase in system robustness
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circle arc left

right up down

zoom point click

Figure 5-13: Implementation of 3D motion-activated gestures using only the 3D hand co-
ordinates. Mime’s motion tracking works accurately in cluttered environments.

and gesture recognition rates. To test how well Mime’s clutter rejection works, we placed

multiple user hands and faces in the Mime sensor’s FOV. Only one of these hands was

within the TOF sensor’s range, and the goal was to identify the ROI containing this hand.

As shown in supplementary video and Fig. 5-14, Mime is able to successfully reject the

outliers and increase detection accuracy.

5.8 Limitations

The sensor system introduced in this chapter is designed to provide free-form input to

touch limited mobile devices. The Mime sensor is optimized to capture interaction-specific

input from the user – specifically, single-hand (and finger) tracking close to the mobile

or wearable device. This is an example of the increasing number of application-specific
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Figure 5-14: The Mime sensor’s 3D localization data improves the robustness of RGB-image
based gesture recognition. (Top) Notice that the skin colored targets (human hands) in the
RGB camera’s FOV are rejected because they do not fall inside the identified 2D ROI.
(Bottom) Mime’s algorithmic framework cannot be used to reject cases in which there are
multiple skin-colored objects in the identified RGB ROI.
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sensors that trade generality for performance in order to create a better experience for the

user. However, a substantive understanding of the limitations of the sensor is necessary

to evaluate the gamut of applications this input technique can support. Here, we will go

over the limitations of the Mime sensor and optimal conditions of operation to provide the

reader a holistic understanding of trade-offs.

1. Single-handed operation. The Mime sensor is designed for single-handed multiple-

finger operation. This could prove to be a limitation for more complex gestural activity

such as digital 3D sculpting.

2. Multiple finger detection. Since multiple finger detection relies on the RGB com-

ponent of the Mime sensor, the performance of the detection algorithm will depend

on the RGB sensor and its limitations.

3. Region of interest definition. The region of interest in the current Mime imple-

mentation is assigned as a function of distance measured under the assumption that

closer objects occupy a larger FOV area. This can often lead to the presence of ob-

jects other than the hand in the ROI which will impact performance in the case of

multi-finger detection.
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Chapter 6

Theoretical Extensions for

Tracking Multiple Planar Objects

In this chapter, we present both the measurement method and signal processing for sensing

3D structure of scenes comprising a small number of planar objects. Again, similar to the

technique presented in the previous chapter, we are performing task-specific 3D acquisition

or 3D feature acquisition rather than full depth map generation; thus the sacrifice is the

restricted set of scenes.

Several applications of interest, such as multiple hand tracking (see Fig. 6-1) and generating

physically-accurate rendered augmentations (see Fig. 6-2), rely on the estimation of a few

scene features such as object pose and position. For these applications, the current image

processing and computer vision pipeline operates by first capturing a full 2D or 3D image

of the scene, then processing to detect objects, and finally performing object parameter

estimation. This pipeline works for general scenes but requires significant computation and

acquisition resources. It obtains a full-resolution image even though the objects of interest

are simple and few. With few sensors and low computational complexity, the acquisition

architecture introduced in this chapter can track hands or infer planar object pose and

orientation. This obviates high-complexity processing on high-resolution image data.
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Figure 6-1: Device and scene setup for imaging two hands.

However, we have lost the portion of the architecture of [26, 72] that enables transverse

spatial resolution. Instead using 4 sensors, as illustrated in Figs. 6-1 and 6-2, we obtain

diversity in the form of 4 source-detector pairs. We exploit this in the manner of [79],

though that prior work does not use parametric modeling in any way. This work has

some similarities with [26, 72, 79] but addresses different imaging scenarios with different

techniques. We show that it is possible to directly recover the scene features of interest

– namely object position and pose – by processing samples of the scene impulse response

acquired at 4 or more separate detector locations.

The rest of the chapter is organized as follows: Section 6.1 develops a mathematical model

of the scenes of interest and the data samples acquired; Section 6.2 describes algorithms for

estimating the scene features; Section 6.3 presents simulations of the proposed framework.

This chapter contains material that also appears in [29] and [80].

6.1 Imaging Setup and Signal Models

We consider two scenes of interest shown in Figs. 6-1 and 6-2. These scenes correspond to

practical scenarios, namely hand tracking and physically-accurate rendering of 3D models
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Figure 6-2: Device and scene setup for imaging single plane.

in augmented reality applications. In the first scenario, the features of interest are the 3D

locations of the two hands; in the second scenario, we are interested in estimating the pose

and position of the plane relative to the imaging device.

Our proposed imaging architecture comprises a single intensity-modulated light source that

illuminates the scene with a T -periodic signal s(t) and 4 time-resolved detectors. The

intensity of reflected light at Sensor k is rk(t), k = 1, . . . , 4. The light source and detectors

are synchronized to a common time origin. We also assume that the illumination period T

is large enough to avoid distance aliasing [37]. To derive the scene impulse response, we let

s(t) = δ(t).

6.1.1 Two Hands

Suppose each of the two hands in the scene occupy a small area in the sensor FOV. Con-

sidering each as a small planar facet, it was shown in [26] that the impulse response is well

modeled as

gk(t) = a1 B(t− d1k/c,∆1) + a2 B(t− d2k/c,∆2),
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where c is the speed of light, ai is the reflectance of Object i, dik is the total length of the

path from source to Object i to Detector k, and

B(t,∆) = u(t)− u(t−∆)

denotes the causal box function of width ∆. The scene impulse response is the sum of two

box functions that are time shifted in proportion to the respective object distances and

scaled in amplitude by the object reflectances. The box function widths are governed by

the object poses, positions and areas. As ∆ → 0, we approximate B(t,∆) ≈ ∆δ(t), so the

response for two small objects can be approximated simply as a sum of two scaled, shifted

Diracs:

gk(t) = a′1 δ(t− d1k/c) + a′2 δ(t− d2k/c).

In this case, the locations and amplitudes of the Diracs constitute the signal parameters we

wish to recover.

6.1.2 Planar Scene

Now consider a scene comprising a single plane occupying the entire FOV. Following [79],

let x = (x1, x2) ∈ [0, L]2 be a point on the scene plane, let d(s)(x) denote the distance from

illumination source to x, and let d
(r)
k (x) denote the distance from x to Sensor k. Then

d
(t)
k (x) = d(s)(x) + d

(r)
k (x) is the total distance traveled by the contribution from x. This

contribution is attenuated by the reflectance f(x), square-law radial fall-off, and cos(θ(x))

to account for foreshortening of the surface with respect to the illumination, where θ(x)

is the angle between the surface normal at x and a vector from x to the illumination

source. Using s(t) = δ(t), the amplitude contribution from point x is the light signal

ak(x) f(x) δ(t− d(t)
k (x)/c) where

ak(x) = cos(θ(x))/
(
d(s)(x) d

(r)
k (x)

)2
. (6.1)
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Figure 6-3: Signal flow diagram for signal acquisition at Sensor k.

Combining contributions over the plane, the total light incident at Sensor k at time t is

gk(t) =

∫ L

0

∫ L

0
ak(x) f(x) δ(t− d(t)

k (x)) dx1 dx2. (6.2)

The intensity gk(t) thus contains the contour integrals over the object surface where the

contours are ellipses. As we will later illustrate and exploit, gk(t) is zero until a certain

onset time τk and then well approximated by a polynomial spline of degree at most 2.

6.1.3 Sampling the Scene Response

An implementable digital system requires sampling at the detectors. Moreover, a practical

detector has an impulse response, hk(t), and a Dirac impulse illumination is an abstraction

that cannot be realized in practice. Using the fact that light transport is linear and time

invariant, we accurately represent the signal acquisition pipeline at Sensor k using the flow

diagram in Fig. 6-3.

At Sensor k, we acquire N digital samples per illumination period using a sampling period

of Ts = T/N :

rk[n] =
[
gk(t) ∗ hk(t) ∗ s(t) + ηk(t)

]∣∣
t=nTs

, n = 1, . . . , N,

where ηk(t) represents photodetector noise. Except at very low flux, ηk(t) is modeled well

as signal-independent, zero-mean, white and Gaussian with noise variance σ2
k. Assume for

simplicity that the 4 detectors have identical responses and noise variances: hk(t) = h(t)

and σ2
k = σ2 for k = 1, . . . , 4.

The top row of Fig. 6-4 shows the continuous-time scene impulse responses for the scenes
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Figure 6-4: Typical continuous-time scene impulse responses gk(t) and samples rk[n] for
our two types of scenes.

under consideration, and the bottom row shows the samples acquired at the individual

detectors in the absence of noise for Gaussian s(t) and hk(t) specified in Section 6.3. Our

goal in the next section is to use the samples, rk[n], k = 1, . . . , 4, to estimate the desired

scene features.

6.2 Scene Feature Estimation

In the case of a scene with two hands, we are interested in estimating the 3D locations

of the objects in the sensor’s FOV; in the case of a single plane, we wish to estimate the

plane position and orientation. In each case, we apply a two-step process to the feature

acquisition problem:

1. Use parametric deconvolution to estimate scene impulse response ĝk(t) from the ac-

quired samples rk[n].

2. Use the set of estimated signal parameters from the 4 scene impulse responses to

recover the scene features.
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Note that our proposed technique directly captures the scene features without requiring

acquisition of a complete 2D or 3D image.

In both cases, we define our coordinate system relative to the device with the illumination

source as the origin and the device lying in the xy-plane. The detectors are located at

(±w1,±w2, 0). We choose the imaging direction to be in the positive z-direction so that

the sensor’s FOV lies in the halfspace where z > 0.

6.2.1 Two Hands

Following Step 1 of our two-step process, we can directly estimate the amplitudes and time

shifts of the Diracs in the scene impulse response. Since we are trying to localize two objects,

we assume model order 2 in our parametric deconvolution scheme and recover the scene

impulse response as a sum of 2 Diracs. From the time shifts, we can estimate distances

d̂Ak and d̂Bk. Note that to recover the spatial locations of the two objects in the FOV, we

specifically use the distances d̂ik.

Once we have estimates d̂Ak and d̂Bk for each detector k from Step 1, we begin the recovery

with Step 2. We first determine which estimated distance corresponds to which object. We

can accomplish this by finding the equations describing the 8 total ellipsoids for which the

total distance from the source to a point on the ellipsoid and back to receiver k are d̂Ak and

d̂Bk. In the ideal noiseless case, we can partition the 8 ellipsoids into two disjoint sets of

4 ellipsoids each, with the first set defined by d̂1k and the second set defined by d̂2k, such

that each set intersects in one unique point. These two points of intersection x̂1 and x̂2 are

the estimates for the locations of the two objects.

In the noisy case, the two sets will nearly intersect in one point. Define dk(x) as the total

distance traveled by the contribution from point x in the detector’s FOV. To estimate the

locations of the objects under noisy conditions, we solve the following optimization problem

that finds the point for which the sum of squared differences between total distances to the
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point and estimated total distances is minimized:

x̂i = arg min
x

∑
k

(
dk(x)− d̂ik

)2
.

These x̂i are the recovered locations of the two objects. Note that estimates in the ideal

noiseless case also satisfy this minimization problem.

6.2.2 Planar Scene

We have seen that the impulse responses of large planar scenes can be modeled as continuous

piecewise-polynomial signals with several kinks, or discontinuities in slope. We first note

that the kinks directly correspond to spatial locations of scene features (such as nearest

points, edges, and vertices), and thus the parameters we wish to recover from the signal

are the time locations of the kinks. For Step 1 of our process, we employ the method for

recovering piecewise-polynomial signals described in [67,68] to determine both the locations

in time and amplitudes of these kinks. Though a typical signal can be seen to have as few as

4 or 5 kinks, recovery in practice was more accurate assuming a higher model order (number

of kinks) of 10 or 12 to begin and rejecting kinks with low amplitude. To determine the

location and orientation of our large planar scene, we specifically require the time location of

the first kink, or onset time τk, of the impulse response gk(t). These onset times correspond

to the times at which the light that travels the shortest total path length is incident on the

detector. Thus, from each τk we can calculate the shortest path length d̂mink = cτk for each

source-detector pair k.

We describe our plane P (n) by the point n = (a, b, c) on the plane with minimum distance

to the origin. The plane is also equivalently described by the equation n · x = n · n. For

any plane not passing through the origin, the ordered triple n uniquely determines both the

normal direction and a point on the plane. Let dmink (n) be the minimum path length from

the origin to P (n) and back to Detector k. With the shortest path length d̂mink for each

source-detector pair k, we solve the following optimization problem that finds the plane

P (n̂) for which the sum of squared differences between total distances to the plane and
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estimated total distances is minimized:

n̂ = arg min
n

∑
k

(
dmink (n)− d̂mink

)2
The resulting plane P (n̂) is our estimate for the plane. Since we are imaging in the positive

z halfspace and have 3 parameters defining P , fitting a plane using only 3 receiver profiles

is sufficient. However, incorporating all 4 receivers provides robustness against noise.

6.3 Simulations

We simulated imaging using a device of dimension 25 cm × 20 cm, which is the size of

a typical current-generation tablet device. The illumination source s(t) was a Gaussian

pulse of width 1 ns with a pulse repetition rate of 50 MHz (signal period T = 20 ns) with

N = 501 samples per repetition period. To demonstrate the framework for the two cases

we examined in this chapter, we considered:

1. two small rectangular planes of dimension 5 cm × 10 cm (approximately the size of

average human hands) fronto-parallel to the device; and

2. a single, large tilted rectangular plane of dimension 50 cm × 50 cm defined by nearest

point and normal direction n = (0.6, 0, 0.8) relative to the device.

Fig. 6-5 shows signal parameter estimation from Step 1 of our framework. We are able to

recover the important times and distances needed for estimating scene features. The time

locations dik of the hands and the onsets τk of the large plane are captured accurately. Note

that the exact amplitudes of the piecewise-polynomial fit for the scene impulse response of

the large plane are not completely preserved due to the mismatch in the model, but the

time locations of the kinks are still preserved.

Fig. 6-6 shows the effects of noise on accuracy for localizing each of the two hands in the

detector’s FOV and similarly the effects of noise on accuracy for recovering plane location
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Figure 6-5: Recovered impulse responses of Detectors 1 and 3 from our simulated scenes
superimposed with actual noiseless scene impulse responses.

and orientation. We calculated the normalized MSE averaged over 500 trials at each SNR

level. We see that the recovery of two hands is more robust to noise than the recovery of

the single plane due to the lower complexity and better fit of signal model.

6.3.1 Discussion

This 3D imaging framework demonstrates that we are able to directly estimate features

from two scenes of practical interest by recovering signal parameters.

The two-step process is able to estimate the location and orientation of a single large tilted

plane by fitting the scene impulse response with a piecewise-linear spline. In addition, we

are able to estimate the locations of two small fronto-parallel planes accurately under fairly

noisy conditions.

The signal parameter recovery in Step 1 of our framework is somewhat susceptible to noise

for large planar scenes due to the model mismatch. In addition, this framework estimates

scene features assuming that recovered signal parameters vary according to a normal dis-

tribution, which is not necessarily the best fit based on the parameter recovery method.

Performance improvements could be achieved by increasing the parametric deconvolution
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Figure 6-6: Effects of noise on scene feature estimation for (a) two fronto-parallel “hands”;
and (b) a single large tilted plane.

performance in Step 1 and incorporating the distribution of recovered parameters when

estimating scene features in Step 2.
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Chapter 7

Applications and Interaction

Techniques

In this chapter we discuss interaction opportunities enabled by the computational sensing

frameworks presented in this thesis. Since real-time performance is central to building

a useful interaction experience, we will restrict the scope of sensing to the Mime sensor

discussed in Chapter 5. In the rest of this chapter, we carefully investigate how we could

apply the Mime sensor to user interactions. We present example applications for smart

glasses and phones that draw from our observations and design guidelines.

To design interaction techniques with the Mime sensor, we work within the capabilities and

limitations of the sensor. Here, we review supported sensing capabilities and constraints

that will guide the interaction techniques.

• Portability: The low-power attribute of the Mime sensor makes it suitable to mobile

devices. A powerful benefit of the sensor is its ability to perform in diversity of lighting

conditions – bright sunlight to dark conditions – which is usually a limitation in most

optical sensors.

• Single-handed operation: The Mime sensor prototype is only capable of sensing a

single hand in its current implementation. This is both a limitation and an advantage
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for the design of interaction techniques. It is a limitation in that it only supports

actions that a single hand is capable of performing. In scenarios where one of the user’s

hands is occupied, it is advantageous to not require both hands for interaction; this is

typical for smart phones and tablets that are usually held in one hand. Additionally,

two handed operation of any device requires coordination which sometimes consumes

visual attention.

• Minimal instrumentation: Using Mime with a smart mobile device only requires

retrofitting the device with the sensor. This means the user and her environment are

not instrumented which makes the interaction experience easy to build and use.

• Form-factor: The baseline separated photodiodes in the Mime sensor present min-

imum dimensions required for meaningfully mounting or embedding the sensor on a

mobile device. Because the longer dimension of baseline separation is at least 10cm,

the frame of a head mounted device or the taller side of a smart phone are ideal

locations for placing the sensor.

• Hand vs. finger: A unique capability of the Mime sensor’s tracking is to interchange-

ably track a single hand or single moving finger. This allows for seamless transition

between the two modes as needed. It can be used for more macro actions (like swiping)

or finer actions like accurate pointing and tracking.

The sensor features and constraints expanded above present an ideal fit for the style of

unobtrusive wearable interaction prescribed by Rekimoto [81,82]. For wearable devices this

implies that the user can be fully engaged in real-world tasks while the wearable device

continuously monitors context and input. The Mime sensor is ideal in that it does not

require the user to hold it, as is the case with controllers like Twiddler [74]. Unlike glove-

based input systems [83] it does not preclude performing other real world tasks with the use

of hands. Another guideline is ensuring that input and the device itself is socially acceptable.

We address this issue when we discuss types of hand movements that are captured in

various applications. The mounting location of the Mime sensor is an important factor

in determining how and where input actions take place, consequently influencing social
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acceptance. We discuss this guideline and opportunities for addressing it with our system

in Chapter 8.

7.1 Input using our hands

Our primary input mechanisms to all our computing devices are centered around our hands.

To understand how these natural input tools can be used to support gestural interaction,

we will first attempt to categorize how people use their hands. Over years of evolution, we

have developed acute control of the motor capabilities of our limbs, particularly our hands.

For communicative purposes, our hands play an important non-verbal role. We will now

develop a taxonomy of different gesture types.

7.1.1 Pointing gesture

Finger pointing is a natural human gesture universally used to draw attention to an object

or location or to provide a spatial anchor for additional supplementary context [84]. This

pointing gesture is categorized as a deictic gesture – gestures which indicate real, implied

or imaginary objects and are strongly related to their environment. Deictic gestures tend to

be the first communicative gestures infants use. Thus, using finger pointing provides us the

most intuitive starting place to build upon; most of our digital devices utilize this pointing

action or some derivative of pointing in their interfaces. The mouse or trackpad for example

with a visual cursor provide for pointing in desktop environments. Touch devices use finger

pointing directly with the visual cursor dissolving to the point of contact directly.

From the above observations our interaction techniques will attempt to use finger pointing

in two ways.

• First, we use finger pointing to draw attention to the environment. This acts as a cue

for the wearable device to follow the user’s interest or intention.
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• Secondly, because finger pointing can be tied to a variety of objects or persons, real

or imaginary, by being able to point anywhere, any space could literally become a

rich input canvas. That is, pointing can be augmented with supporting alternate

modalities or information from the object or surrounding region.

7.1.2 Shape-based gestures

The use of hand shapes as gestures is more complex in terms of categorization as well as

implied or direct meaning extracted from these gestures. We will go over the main types of

hand shapes – either whole hand or specific shapes contributed by hand digits – that are

relevant to user input to digital devices. Our categorization reveals three main types; the

list is not meant to be exhaustive but will provide the underpinnings for our applications

in Sections 7.2 and 7.3.

Symbolic gestures: Some types of hand shapes are inherently symbolic possibly with

cultural bias. Often these are gestures are highly lexicalized but their cultural meanings

leave interpretation dependent on external factors. A good example is the thumbs-up

gesture meaning good or well done in many cultures but is considered offensive in others.

Another example is the A-ok gesture made by connecting the index finger and thumb while

stretching out the remaining three digits. This gesture typically symbolizes completion. We

extend some interaction techniques to utilize these types of symbolic shape based gestures.

For our interaction techniques these gestures will translate the meaning attached by the

user to the application thereby reducing vocabulary learning challenges.

Letter gestures: This category exposes shapes that represents letters from the English

alphabet. We design and discuss this category since it is important in mobile devices

that lose physical input keys that correspond to letters. A direct example is representing

keyboard shortcuts by the main letter involved. Examples include, creating the ‘C’ shape to

indicate copying, a ‘V’ sign to indicate paste and so on. The scale of these gestures obviously

is quite restricted to only a handful of letters that are easily mapped. The advantage again
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is in reduced cognitive overhead that vocabulary learning presents. A related extension to

create letter gestures is tracing the specific letter via in-air writing. One the trace has ended

the shape that corresponds to the trace will be used to interpret a letter gesture. A good

example is tracing ‘S’ to indicate the shortcut for the save command. It is our observation

that tracing letters will be easier when the letter can be traced in one motion.

Visual function gestures: This category derives gestures from input elements used in

digital applications and physical devices. These gestures are primarily shape based or spatial

motion combined with shape. Interfaces to digital applications often virtualize some of our

analog (or physical) actions. Thus, they present application specific intuitive actions that

provide a rich input vocabulary. An example from a digital application is the picture editing

crop option visually represented by orthogonal lines spanning a rectangular boundary. A

visual function gesture derived from this element is an action where the thumb and index

finger of each hand are extended (while other digits are folded) and placed to represent a

rectangular boundary. Another example is volume control, where a hand turning gesture

would directly map analog volume control via knobs. Alternatively, moving a hand up and

down vertical could suggest controling volume but may also represent equalizer control in

an audio application. These examples suggest that mappings in the case of visual function

gestures are application and context dependent.

7.1.3 Supplementary modalities

The goal of emerging form-factors of wearable devices is to situate the user in real world

interactions while providing swift computing tools that augment real world tasks either with

information or input capture and manipulation. Often this may mean that text input per

se is either inconvenient or undesirable. In hands-free wearable devices, speech is a common

input modality. For communicative purposes hand gestures, speech and visual context often

occur together. An early example of such multi-modal input was presented in Put That

There [85]. It is complex to interpret speech or visual input in isolation. Therefore, we

combine the simple yet powerful pointing action with these other modalities to supplement
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input to wearable devices. We use speech input along with pointing as explicit input or

implied annotation. When used as explicit input, it could be used to convey a more complex

input action. Implicit annotation is captured for post-facto input in the form of tags.

Another source of supplementary input is visual information seen by a camera on the device.

The real world abounds in rich visual cues. Again, we can use finger pointing to provides

glimpses of where the user is looking at and capture those parts from a larger visual canvas.

Here, we use the optical camera as a digital eye of the system. We reduce the task of

searching through a vast stretch of visual information by using the user’s hand movements

as a guide to visual interest.

The aim of this chapter is to investigate applications for mobile devices (smart phones,

tablets) and wearables (smart glasses) by harnessing natural hand movements. We focus on

crafting input that maps to the types of tasks mobile devices and wearables are designed for.

From many possibilities of using hand gestures, we limit our interest to single-handed input

via finger pointing and shape based gestures from the repertoire presented above. Hand

based movement and in some cases with supplementary modalities will be the foundation

of our applications presented in sections that follow.

7.2 Interaction techniques with head mounted displays

This section presents demonstrative styles of interaction utilizing the Mime sensor in various

real-world HMD use cases. The Mime sensor was mounted on the Vuzix glasses; the appli-

cation is seen through the display of the smart glasses. For each application, we highlight

components of the Mime sensor that are utilized to make the interaction possible.

Augmented menu interaction: We demonstrate navigating an augmented interface

through the glasses display (see Fig. 7-1). The user navigates to any element by appro-

priately moving their hand to the target icon. Activating an application is achieved by

controlling the z-dimension, that is, by an analog “push” gesture that is measured through

relative z-motion over a highlighted icon. This is a type of visual function gesture al-
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Figure 7-1: Augmented menu interaction using motion gestures: arc to activate menu, and
point-and-click to select item.

though the application does not use hand shape. This example only requires the 3D TOF

tracking without any RGB component. The resolution in all three dimensions is sufficiently

accurate to achieve real-time, in-air menu navigation. Thus, this scenario is invariant to

clutter in the environment, daylight presence, or poor lighting conditions. The in-air point

and click requirements for such an on-the-go application are clearly achieved by the Mime

sensor.

Using Mime’s TOF module we also implemented swipe, zoom, arc and circles which are

natural, intuitive gestures for navigating carousel-style interfaces.

Figure 7-2: In-air writing and drawing implemented only using Mime’s TOF sensor.

In-air drawing and annotations: In the second use case, we present an in-air drawing

interface that tracks and visualizes a user’s hand motion to create a paint trail (see Fig. 7-2)

as well as write and draw in air. We envision the applicability of this use case in generating

quick annotations to documents on-the-go or simplifying search through drawing letters

while skimming through a contact list for names that begin with a specific letter. Again,

this set of applications only requires the 3D TOF tracking module and hence is invariant
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Figure 7-3: The popular game fruit ninja played using the Mime sensor’s 3D tracking data.
Notice the fast response time and precision that allows the user to slash two fruits that
surfaced up at the same time.

to the user’s surroundings, making it ideal for quick input without the need for external

keypads. This type of input falls well within the category of letter gestures.

Immersive gaming: In addition to content consumption, portable devices are increasingly

used for recreation. Bringing an immersive gaming experience closer to the user through

HMDs has been explored in several contexts [86]. The Mime sensor provides gaming control

without the need for additional controllers. We demonstrate fast and precise performance

of the Mime sensor through a gaming application. Specifically, we use the Mime sensor to

play the popular Fruit Ninja game (see Fig. 7-3). The application requires short reaction

times both by the user and the sensing system to effectively advance through the game.

Interactive capture tools for photography: We now demonstrate how 3D tracking

combined with ROI-based RGB processing provides fine gestural control. In this application

we use the Mime sensor to allow manipulation of visual content as we capture it. While

capturing pictures from a vantage point the user typically cannot manipulate it on the

display screen itself because of the smaller degrees of freedom of control available and the

inherently limited display size. Our application allows the user to manipulate visual content

during the capture pipeline through gestures that map to the scene or region of interest

being captured. The key concept is that the user is using gesture to interact with the image

while the photo is being taken and the scene and desired view is fresh and alive. As shown in

Fig. 7-4, the user makes an L-shaped gesture, which activates the camera and begins taking

a picture. This is an example of a visual function gesture. Depth based zoom allows

the user to control focus. After gesturing to the HMD to take the picture, the user crops

the image and finalizes the selection using C-shape gestures which is an example of letter

gestures. A key feature of smart glasses is the ability to capture visual information while

we see it. Hence, input options that enable shortcuts to such applications will determine
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C Edit

Focus control Take picture

Crop picture Adjust crop window

Figure 7-4: Interactive photography application with shape-based gestures implemented
using Mime’s 3D and RGB data fusion approach. All gestures work accurately even in
cluttered environments with competing targets.
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Figure 7-5: Iterated version of Mime sensor designed to map dimensions and form-factor of
Google Glass and a smart phone.

the utility of such features. Both these use cases first use 3D TOF information to localize

the hand target and then use RGB processing to identify finer gestures in the ROI.

7.3 Applications with the Google Glass

In this section we discuss system design and integration of the Mime sensor with the Google

Glass. We introduce applications built with this framework and discuss user scenarios that

these applications enable. The Glass device presents interesting user interface constraints

that are different than the Vuzix smart glass we used in the previous section. Since the

Google Glass has a small display in the upper-right region of the user’s visual field, it is more

ideal for augmented reality applications as opposed to full-display virtual reality systems.

The form-factor of the device was an important consideration in the more rectangular design

of our iterated sensor seen in Fig. 7-5. In the rest of this section we will discuss sensor

location and visual feedback constraints that differ from virtual reality style applications

presented in Section 7.2.
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Figure 7-6: System design and data processing flow. Analog data from the sensor are
received by a USB oscilloscope which transfers time samples to a laptop computer. The
time samples are processed and 3D coordinates are communicated over Bluetooth to the
Glass.

7.3.1 System design

For integration with the Google Glass form-factor, we redesigned the hardware behind the

Mime sensor to better match the dimensions and mounting location on the Glass. Fig. 7-5

shows an iteration of the sensor that is ideal for both smart glasses and smart phones in

shape and dimensions. System design is seen in Fig. 7-6. For the applications described

in this section, the Mime sensor is mounted along the rim of the Glass. The analog data

from the photodiodes and synchronization trigger are passed to a digital oscilloscope which

digitizes the incoming analog data. Time samples from the oscilloscope are read over USB

by a processing unit (for our purposes a laptop computer). Data processing is performed

on the laptop to produce 3D coordinates of the tracked object. These coordinates are then

communicated over Bluetooth to the wearable device. Google Glass in our implementation
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runs native Android applications to process the incoming Bluetooth data and use it as

required.

7.3.2 Live trace

Our initial exploration of the Google Glass platform as an emerging wearable display re-

vealed some input limitations. Currently, speech and touch pad swipes/taps are the only

way to input and navigate the interface. With limited touch pad area, text input is chal-

lenging. However, the vantage point of the camera is ideal since it maps to roughly where

the user might be looking at. We exploit the position of the camera to harness it as the

visual canvas which the user can point to, trace and annotate.

(a) Pulling up menu items. (b) Creating a trace. (c) Region of interest selected.

Figure 7-7: Live Trace: This scenario shows a user creating a trace on-the-go. The region
of interest is cropped once the trace is made.

In this interactive experience we are interested in enabling quick input actions that do

not induce fatigue and are not tedious or repetitive. The application allows the user to

interactively select an object or region of interest in their live view using the pointing

gesture. Millimeter accurate finger tracking is achieved using the 3-pixel Mime sensor. We

register the field of view of the Mime sensor with the field of view of the optical camera

on Glass. As the user traces an object or region, a trace appears from the point of origin

and follows the user’s hand. This trace is overlaid on the camera preview seen through

the Glass display. The Live Trace app demonstrates the effectiveness of gestural control

for head mounted displays. Existing touchpad input to Glass has a very small surface area

that precludes such an interaction. The act of tracing provides the user with a quick tool to

tag objects of interest while the scene view is fresh and alive. Once the trace is completed

by the user, the application selects a rectangular region spanning the maximum horizontal
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and vertical coordinates traced. The coordinates of the trace around the object are also

stored as meta-data along with the cropped rectangular region to provide easy tagging after

images are captured. Fig. 7-7 shows snapshots from this interaction.

Optical flow tracking: There are two challenges with visually overlaying the trace on

the Glass display. First, the object may move while tracing or once the trace is complete.

Second, the user’s head may move during tracing or after tracing. Both these cases would

result in a mismatch with the overlaid trace and the object’s position in the field of view. To

resolve the above two issues, we implemented optical flow tracking with the RGB camera on

the Glass. Optical flow tracking is enabled with the RGB camera to maintain the position of

the trace relative to user head motion. Once the user starts tracing we use the Lucas-Kanade

method for flow tracking available in OpenCV 1. The method first performs pyramidal

feature tracking to identify and select the dominant features close to the trace. The height

of pyramid determines maximum displacement that can be tracked. The iterative Lucas-

Kanade method is used to solve the optical flow equation for all pixels in the neighborhood

of the selected features by the least squares criterion. The output is a translation vector

in x, y (see Fig. 7-8 a, b). If translation is detected, we correspondingly translate the trace

to map to its new, correct position. The pyramidal approach cannot account for head

movement in the third (z) dimension as seen in Fig. 7-8 c.

(a) Initial location of trace. (b) Trace translated. (c) Movement in z misaligns trace.

Figure 7-8: Optical flow tracking: These are consecutive images where the object moves
relative to the user’s head position and is tracked. Notice part (c) where movement in z
cannot be rectified.

Burst mode For selecting multiple regions of interest, we present a burst mode. In the

example we implemented (see Fig. 7-9), the interaction is reminiscent of creating digital

cut-outs of real world magazines. The user traces either multiple objects in the same field

1OpenCV. www.opencv.org
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of view or creates multiple traces in succession. The regions of interest from these traces

are then aggregated as a set. This style of interaction could be a useful tool in scenarios

involving sequences (of steps or objects) or in collecting a set of related items. Examples

include creating instructions for cooking and building a real-world gift registry.

Figure 7-9: Burst mode: The user selects three objects of interest in succession. The
traces around the object create a collection of related fashion items that can be added to
the user’s catalog.

Obtaining a region of interest could be useful in many other scenarios as well. Next, we

describe a few such scenarios that we implemented with the Mime sensor. These use cases

are designed to be used for a short duration and easily integrated with other modalities.

7.3.3 Live filters

We use the trace as the foundation for allowing the user to indicate interest in a visual

region. In this section we introduce a tool to manipulate the traced region while it is being

captured. While capturing pictures from a mobile or wearable device camera, the user

typically cannot manipulate it on the display screen itself because of the smaller degrees of

freedom of control available and the inherently limited display size. Our approach allows

the user to manipulate visual content during the capture pipeline through pointing, tracing

and selecting. First, the user traces out an object and the app then snaps to a rectangular

hull enclosing the region of interest (ROI). The user is then presented with filtering options

that can be applied to the ROI. We provide the following filter options – blur, mosaic,

sharpen, color filter (sepia) and character recognition. The Mime sensor tracks the user’s

hand while they select a filtering option. In our implementation, selection is signaled by

hovering over a filter until it is applied. Fig. 7-10 shows filtering options and their effects

on the ROI.
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(a) Color filter. (b) Blur. (c) Mosaic.

Figure 7-10: Live filters: Visual effects applied to the region of interest selected by tracing
could be useful for obscuring or highlighting details.

Often filtering is desired for either highlighting or obscuring details from the user’s visual

field. Using the blur filter on the ROI, it is also possible to obscure the details of certain

objects in the final recomposited image. This is potentially useful in preserving privacy

while sharing images that are captured on-the-go. Likewise color filters may be applied

for visual aesthetic effects. We discuss character recognition in greater detail in the next

section. We envision customizable filtering options populated by the user based on their

specific use cases or filtering options could also be listed by frequency of use. For example,

when capturing live events or public spaces journalists may frequently desire to obscure

faces in their images while architects may require highlighting and zooming in to details.

7.3.4 Text annotations

Even though manual text input to the Glass is challenging, speech input is readily available.

We use this additional modality as an indirect way to provide annotations to traced out

regions. Once a trace has been captured and cropped to fit the rectangular region around

it, the user is prompted to provide a tag or annotation using speech (see Fig. 7-11). The

region along with the annotation are then composited into a Livecard that is placed on the

Glass timeline.

This pipeline suffers from failure cases associated with speech recognition engines. Input

is limited to annotations that are accurately transcribed to text by the voice recognition

engine. For our application, we used native Android speech recognition to process voice

annotations.
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(a) Speech input prompt. (b) Recognized speech-to-text. (c) Composited Livecard.

Figure 7-11: Text annotations through speech input on Glass.

Optical character recognition While experimenting with speech input to Glass, we

observed that if we started with our initial premise of using the world itself as an input

canvas, we could opportunistically use already existing text in our environment. In order

to achieve this we integrated optical character recognition into our pipeline. Again, in

environments with dense amounts of text, any character recognition engine would be too

slow or too failure prone. We use the advantage of finger pointing gesture and tracing

to select only those regions of text that are relevant. We experimented with a quicker input

style. Since text typically occurs in lines we provide the user a rectangular region to start

out with. Instead of tracing around the text region, the user simply starts at the upper-left

corner of interest and moves his/her hand along the diagonal of the rectangle to pick the

bottom-right corner. Once selected the pixels within the rectangular region are processed

by our OCR engine to output the recognized text. The above selection and output steps

are seen in Fig. 7-12 In our implementation we used the Tesseract library [87].

(a) Upper-left corner. (b) Diagonal selection. (c) Recognized text.

Figure 7-12: Screenshots of optical character recognition within rectangular selection im-
plemented on Glass.

This selection and processing tool could naturally integrate with quick note-taking applica-

tions, such as Evernote2 on emerging wearable platforms. Text extracted either from voice

2Evernote. www.evernote.com
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recognition or character recognition could be parsed to then added to calendars and lists of

reminders.

7.4 Back to the desktop

Here, we propose constructing a virtual desktop centered around the smartphone display

with the surface around the display opportunistically used for input. The Mime sensor

provides sensing opportunities around the display through hand gesture and motion sensing.

The Mime sensor on the phone allows the table surface next to the phone to be mapped

to conventional desktop windows, and the phone’s display is a small viewport onto this

desktop. Moving the hand is like moving the mouse, and as the user shifts into another

part of the desktop, the phone viewport display moves with it. Instead of writing new

applications to use smart surfaces, existing applications can be readily controlled with the

hands.

Sensing hand motion on a surface next to a mobile device could be compared to conventional

mouse input because of the similarity of hand pose and movement during input. The wrist

is rested on a surface during input; relative movement on the surface results in cursor

manipulation (as opposed to absolute position). This is an advantage compared with touch

displays which only anchor a single finger to a surface during interaction. Further, touch

displays provide input resolution that is determined by user finger dimensions. Thus, our

design constraints for the style of interaction presented in this section are outlined below.

• Input on-surface should be precise within the target region of interest.

• The user should not be required to perform large hand movements, rather fine move-

ments on the surface should facilitate desired cursor movement.

• Switching between whole hand and finger movement should be seamless for most

effective input bandwidth.
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Opportunistic trackpad: In Fig. 7-13 we see the user’s hand movements being tracked

by Mime and displayed like a mouse pointer on the smart phone screen. This makes an

surface interactive without requiring to instrument the surface itself. The device display

shows a circular pointer that maps hand movement to the screen.

Figure 7-13: Capturing hand movements on the side of a smart phone transforms the surface
immediately next to the device into a larger input space.

For mobile applications that present high density of visual information, such as maps,

keeping the display unoccluded is useful. It allows the user to focus on the content as

it changes, i.e., while panning and zooming to different regions or details. We integrated

the Mime sensor with a native map application on a smart phone to demonstrate the

effectiveness of using the space immediately at the side of the device to interact, Fig. 7-14.

Figure 7-14: Mobile application scenario with Mime: User navigates within a map by
moving their hand left to right.

Document annotation: As mobile devices support word processing use cases, the main

input limitations are granularity of touch input and display occlusion. We investigate
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Figure 7-15: Scrolling a document by moving the hand vertically.

Figure 7-16: The side facing configuration of the Mime sensor is used to highlight text in a
word processing task on a mobile device.

and present use cases in which trackpad-like input on the side of the device mitigates

these challenges associated with conventional touch input. First, we mapped scrolling of

documents to vertical movement of the hand as a pointer on the side of the device as shown

in Fig. 7-15. Next, we experimented with precise pointing to lines of text and locations

within the document (see Fig. 7-16). Note that on a touch display it is hard to obtain

precise location within text due to occlusion and lack of very fine input granularity. We

further experimented with two-handed input. As seen in Fig. 7-17 the user can select a

function by touching it (using the left-hand in this example) and control the value of the

specific function with hand movement to the side of the device. Since the screen is not

occluded while controling the changing value (in these examples hue, size and opacity), the

user can easily view the desired output while precisely controling how much it changes (see

Figures 7-17, 7-18, 7-19). In the example we present such control could be useful in selecting

an appropriate highlighting tool for annotating the document.
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Figure 7-17: Two-handed input with touch used to select a function and side movement of
the hand used to precisely control color.

Figure 7-18: Two-handed hybrid input with touch used to select a size function and hand
movement used to precisely control brush thickness.

Figure 7-19: Opacity decreased by moving the hand vertically downward.
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This chapter presented applications of precise 3D sensing enabled by the Mime sensor. We

first defined commonly occurring sets of gestures that would be useful in mobile scenarios.

Despite input sensing limited to a single hand, we demonstrated that the universal finger

pointing gesture provides adequate information to capture what the user is interested in

while using wearable head mounted displays. We developed use cases for soliciting additional

input through other modalities like speech and automated text recognition. Finally, we

introduced the use of the Mime sensor in a smart phone configuration where hand movement

is sensed on a surface on which the device is placed. This application shows the utility of

precise mouse-like input to replace touch in use cases where the user is interested in the

contents on the display while manipulating them (for example, navigating maps and word

processing tasks).
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Chapter 8

Conclusion

The use of computing systems is defined and limited by the set of input actions available to

the user. Desktop systems limit the interaction space to the keyboard and mouse. The use

of touch devices confines the user to the boundaries of the display itself. Emerging wearable

displays like Google Glass attempt to dissolve the boundary between the display and our

physical environment. While output to user is achieved through information overlaid on

displays, designing responsive input to the system is essential for an effective on-the-go

computing experience.

In this thesis, we investigated the limitations and advantages of mobile devices with small

touch displays. We discussed input opportunities for emerging form-factors of wearables

like smart glasses. We primarily focused on free-form hand gesture input to mobile and

wearable devices. In order to enable sensing of unencumbered gestural input, we presented

an analysis of existing techniques and their limitations. The main constraints when im-

plementing hand gesture control on mobile devices are power, sensor size, performance in

a variety of environment conditions, and computation requirements. We addressed these

constraints individually with new image acquisition frameworks and experiments. Our ap-

proaches included a compressive depth acquisition camera using only a single time-resolved

photodiode and a single photon counting detector based low power depth acquisition frame-

work. Since these two techniques do not alleviate computation requirements, we presented
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an application-specific signal processing framework, called parametric optical signal process-

ing to identify features of interest – hands. This framework is intended to meet all mobile

constraints together, but trades off generality of sensing to only acquire pre-defined types of

features like moving hands. We built a real-time implementation of this framework, called

the Mime sensor which is one such effort to provide a compact, low-power 3D gesture sensor

which is amenable to mobile size and power constraints. Finally, we presented integration of

this sensor with various applications designed for full-display virtual reality smart glasses,

augmented reality displays like the Google Glass and traditional mobile devices like smart

phones.

Here, we outline steps towards practical integration of the Mime sensor prototype with

HMDs or other mobile devices.

• For a standalone implementation of the sensor, sampling, analog-to-digital conversion

and processing needs to be integrated with a micro-controller unit. Due to the sensor’s

low power requirements, battery operation is trivially extended.

• Demonstrate multi-finger detection accuracy and tracking. This will require sophisti-

cated computer vision processing within the ROI to mitigate the effect of extraneous

objects that may lie within the ROI.

• Introduce multiple-hand tracking and expand the set of gestures supported. We

present preliminary theoretical extensions of multiple hand tracking with the Mime

TOF module in Chapter 6.

• Placement of the Mime sensor on the mobile or wearable device governs the set of

supported gestures. The baseline requirement of the Mime sensor makes it ideal for

placement along the HMD frame, facing the world. This configuration naturally elicits

user interaction in front of their body, and may be useful in creating an immersive

experience. In the case of a handheld mobile device, this configuration will be use case

dependent. For example, the world-facing configuration is ideal for 3D augmented

reality interaction while a lateral placement (side-facing) may be better suited to

applications that replace stylus input with hand or finger-based input.
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• Close-to-body discreet interaction using subtle actions is highly desirable. This

configuration is possible via a side-facing or downward-looking Mime sensor. Mime’s

high precision tracking and localization makes it possible to accurately detect subtle

gestural movements. Such Mime sensor configurations would be an ideal subject for

future work.
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